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Morrison’s Haven, Prestonpans, East Lothian, Scotland 
Ceramic Resource Disk 
 
Introduction, Summary & Bibliography 
 
The pottery listed, described, and photographed in the enclosed ceramic resource disk has 
been assigned to East Lothian Council Museum Service. It was catalogued using the 
accession numbers (FD.2008.1.1 to 374) and classified and divided by fabric type, form, 
and decoration into (7) folders and (44) files, created in Microsoft Word. The catalogue 
also incorporates both earlier1 and later ceramic material. In total, forty-three boxes of 
ceramic material were recovered during Phases 1 and 2 of the Prestongrange Community 
Archaeology Project (PCAP) developed and co-ordinated by the East Lothian Council 
Archaeology and Museum Services. This was grant aided by the Heritage Lottery Fund 
and supported by Historic Scotland, East Lothian Council, the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland, Scottish Power, and Friends of Prestongrange. The on-site archaeology and 
building recording was carried out by a team of 20 or so volunteers working in 
conjunction with CFA Archaeology Ltd. Before any fieldwork commenced, preliminary 
desk based assessment was undertaken by David Anderson (East Lothian Council 
Museum Service (Anderson 2003) followed by more intensive desk-based research by 
Mike Cressey and Richard Oram (Cressy & Oram 2005). During the fieldwork further 
research has been undertaken by Alasdair Ross and volunteer members of the project 
team. All research reports can be downloaded as a pdf file/word files from the (PCAP) 
website.2  
 
Most of the ceramic assemblage recovered is extremely significant in that it seems to 
form a tight group of local redwares3, including a superb collection of trailed slipwares 
                                                 
1 A small group of late medieval whiteware probably dating to c. 1500 suggests that a late medieval horizon 
may underlie the later glass and pottery producing area (Word File 238). 
2 http://www.prestongrange.org/pcap 
3 The only non-redwares in this assemblage are two shards of White Salt Glazed Stoneware and a few of 
Creamware, all of which would be consistent with a date in the 1750s and 1760s. It is just possible that a 
potter called Raining produced the White Salt Glazed Stoneware at a second pottery, c 1767-8, owned by 
the Earl of Hyndford at Morrison’s Haven. When Raining fled, amongst the goods he left behind was ‘a 
parcel of hard stoneware ‘valued at £1.2.6’ (Haggarty 2007b, 223). 
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dating from the second half of the 18th century4. This was probably the product of a 
pottery run from c.1750s – 69 by Anthony Hilcoat, a potter who originally came from 
Newcastle, but who had previously been potting near the Haven, at West Pans c.1749-50.  
The first mention we have of Hilcoat’s presence at Morrison’s Haven comes in a Protest 
dated 8th July 1758 for the sum of ‘two pounds ten Shillings sterling’ where he is 
designated ‘Master of the Potterrwork at Morisons–haven’ (NAS 032024 CC8-17-36-
00000A).5 In March 1761 Hilcoat may have extended his pottery, as he rented a tack of 
land from Anna Brown, a widow, and the Register of Deeds records his agreement with  
‘Anna Brown, alias Henderson, relict of Richard Brown, Shipmaster for 
Morison’s Haven, and Anthony Hilcott, Potter in Morison’s Haven” for the 
yearly tack of a Tenement of “land, high leigh back and fore with the hail 
office and houses, yeard and pertinents thereof lying in the town of Morison’s 
Haven” He had a partner in this contract ; “Anthony Hilcott and with and for 
him James Watson, Saltmaker at Westpans does hereby bind and oblige 
themselves conjunctly and severally.”  
 
Both men were signatories to the Document. 
 
Most of the later ceramic material probably comes from the pottery of George Gordon, 
who in 1772 took a 19 year lease on ‘a space of ground at Morrison Haven, formerly 
enclosed as a glasshouse, along with house and buildings erected sometime ago, also the 
sea mill and a range of houses at that time possessed by Anthony Hilcote in which he 
carried on a pottery work’ (NAS RD 2/214/1/776). The following year Gordon formed a 
partnership on a 19 year basis with Rowland Bagnall, a potter at Morrison’s Haven (NAS 
CC 8/17/39). It was their intention to make ‘cream coloured ware: black: tortoise shell: 
white, and every other kind of pottery ware’ and at its inception it employed 6 workers 
(NAS SC 40/20/28). It seems likely that the history of Gordon’s time and landholdings 
c.1772-1833 at Morrison’s Haven is more complicated than the published literature 
would have us believe (McVeigh 1979, 90-1), and it would merit a programme of 
research. For a plan of the disputed ground6 at Morrison’s Haven, see page 6 below. 
                                                 
4 The Morrison’s Haven slipwares are significantly different, with none of the press moulded plates 
recovered amongst the shards dated to c1750s, which were excavated just along the road at the West Pans 
ceramic production site (Haggarty 2006 Word File 17).     
5 I am grateful to Sheila Forbes for this reference. 
6 It was a dispute over clay and the refusal to renew his lease which was instrumental in George Gordon 
having to vacate the pottery.  
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It has been suggested in print that a pottery existed in the area in the 17th century at 
Morrison’s Haven.7 However, the excavated shard material cannot confirm this 
hypothesis.8  Imported pottery is very scarce from the excavation with only four shards 
being recognised: three Low Countries Redwares, probably of 17th century date,9 and a 
single shard from a Tin Glazed Earthenware, wet drug jar, almost certainly Italian10 and 
17th century. This shard may possibly relate to the Italian Glass workers who worked on 
the site (Turnbull 2001, 95-102).   
 
Twenty redware shards from Morrison’s Haven have to date been sampled, using ICP-
MS, as part of the Historic Scotland-funded Scottish redware programme. The results of 
this work is only now coming through the system, but at first glance the data is looking 
incredibly exciting as it appears to show that the pottery from Morrison’s Haven can be 
isolated from other redware groups sampled from around the Forth littoral.11 It is also 
intended to sample, using ICP-MS, the three Low Countries shards in a bid to try and 
identify the area from which they originated. 
 
While carrying out research for a paper on archaeologically derived French pottery in 
Scotland, I visited most Scottish Museums holding shard collections. To my dismay, I 
found that the majority store archaeologically derived ceramic material in a way that 
makes them extremely difficult, and time consuming, to study. With these problems in 
mind I decided, while preparing industrial pottery assemblages for archive, to produce a 
number of ceramic resource disks as a means of getting all the shard evidence for 
Scotland’s industrial potteries into the public domain. These CD ROMs, which have been 
distributed with the Journal of the Northern Ceramic Society, are not intended to be 
‘publications’ in the accepted sense, and should not be seen as such. They are no more 
than tools for future research.  
                                                 
7McVeigh states that one of the kilns had the date 1668 inscribed on its keystone (1979, 68).  
8 The excavations only produced one base shard which might correspond with this date (Word File 38). 
9 Given the documented trade links this is no surprise (Word File 37). 
10 I have shown this shard to Celia Curnow and, although it cannot be paralleled exactly, she agrees that a 
17th century date is perfectly acceptable.   
11 This research will eventually be published as a monograph of the Medieval Pottery Research Group.  
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All the photographs on the Morrison’s Haven ceramic resource disk were taken against a 
1cm square background in the National Museums Scotland ceramic storeroom, and are 
certainly not of publication standard.  
 
I make no claim to be any great authority on 18th century Scottish Slipware and therefore 
would be pleased to have any mistakes corrected, or to have extant examples of pottery 
produced at Morrison’s Haven brought to my attention.   
 
All the catalogued and boxed Morrison’s Haven shard material will be housed in the East 
Lothian Museums Service Headquarters in Haddington, East Lothian, where on 
application it will be available for study.  
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Bowls Small, Slip Decorated 
 
 (Boxes 1 - 3)   
 
Box 1 (10 to 15)   Box 2 (16 - 30)    Box 3 (31 - 53) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
A large number of white, internally slip decorated bowl fragments, some substantial, 
have been put together from the excavated shards. There is no commonality of size either 
in height or diameter and the slip decoration varies in quality. The developed foot rim on 
these hemispherical redware bowls would not normally be seen on Scottish whiteware for 
another half century or so. A few of the bowls such as illus 5 and illus 8 to 11 all appear 
to have been fired at a lower temperature. I am not sure if this is deliberate, but these 
bowls have significantly more slip decoration   . 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 10)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 30. G Bowl. P 95mm        205mm        +       90mm 5  
 
Thirty red earthenware 
shards conjoin to form a 
substantial part of a thin, 
wheel thrown, bowl with 
a developed footrim. 
The bowl is decorated 
internally with multiple 
horizontal bands, and 
vertical strips of white 
slip which have run. A 
thick lead glaze covers 
the interior and most of 
the exterior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 11)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 16. G Bowl. P 110mm        220mm        +       122mm 6 a & b 
 
Sixteen red earthenware 
shards conjoin to form a 
substantial part of a 
wheel thrown bowl with 
a developed footrim.  
The bowl is decorated 
internally with broad 
vertical strips of white 
slip which have run.  
A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and 
most of the exterior. 
There is a band of white 
slip on the rim and, just 
below this there are 
slight traces of another 
two bands on the 
exterior.   
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(FD 2008.1. 12)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 28. G Bow. P 108mm        225mm        +       113mm 7 a & b 
 
Twenty eight red earthenware shards 
with twenty six, and two, conjoining 
to form the substantial part of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated 
internally with broad vertical strips of 
white slip which have run. A thick 
lead glaze covers the interior and 
most of the exterior. There is a band 
of white slip on the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 13)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 17. G Bowls? 68mm?        140mm        +       70mm 8 
 
Seventeen red earthenware 
shards conjoin to forming part 
of a wheel thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim: The bowl is 
decorated internally with broad 
vertical strips of white slip 
which have run. A thick lead 
glaze covers the interior and 
most of the exterior. A band of 
white slip is on the rim and 
another lies just below on the 
exterior. The volunteer who 
assembled this vessel may have 
been mistaken, as there could 
be fragments of two bowls.  
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(FD 2008.1. 14)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 10. G Bowl. S               mm        +       mm 9a & b 
 
Ten red earthenware shards which conjoin, 
forming a large base fragment of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed footrim: The 
bowl is decorated internally with broad 
vertical strips of white slip which have run. A 
thick lead glaze covers the interior and most of 
the exterior above the footrim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 15)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 15. G Bowl. S. P 68mm        143mm        +       72mm 10 
 
Fifteen red earthenware shards 
conjoin, forming a fragment of 
a wheel thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim. The bowl is 
decorated internally with broad 
vertical strips of white slip 
which have run. A thick lead 
glaze covers the interior and 
most of the exterior. There is a 
band of white slip on the 
exterior rim. 
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(FD 2008.1. 16)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 16. G Bowl. S. P 78mm        152mm        +       70mm 11a & b  
 
Sixteen red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to 
form a large fragment of 
a wheel thrown bowl with 
a developed footrim. The 
bowl is decorated 
internally with broad, 
almost vertical, stripes of 
white slip which have 
run. A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and 
most of the exterior above 
the footrim. There is a 
band of white slip on the 
rim, with another band 
just below, on the 
exterior. 
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(FD 2008.1. 17)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 19. G Bowl. P 85mm        160mm        +       75mm 12 
 
Nineteen red earthenware 
shards with eighteen 
conjoining to form a large 
part of a misshapen, wheel 
thrown, bowl with a 
developed footrim: The 
bowl is decorated internally 
with almost vertical stripes 
of white slip which have 
run. A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and 
exterior. A band of white 
slip is on the exterior of the 
rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 18)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 13. G Bowl. P 85mm        170mm        +       79mm 13 
 
Thirteen red earthenware shards 
with ten, and three, conjoining to 
form two large fragments of a 
misshapen, overfired, wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim: The bowl is decorated 
internally with almost vertical 
stripes of white slip which have 
run. A thick lead glaze covers the 
interior and exterior. A band of 
white slip is on the exterior of the 
rim. 
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(FD 2008.1. 19)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 2. G Bowl.                               +       112mm 14 
 
Two red earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a large 
fragment of the base of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim: The bowl is decorated 
internally with slightly joggled 
white slip. A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and exterior. 
A band of white slip is on the 
exterior of the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 20)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 8. G Bowl.                               +      98mm  
Eight red earthenware shards conjoin to from a large fragment from the base of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with slightly 
joggled white slip. A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 21)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 18. G Bowl.  60mm         175m           +      77mm  
Eighteen red earthenware shards with sixteen conjoining to from a large fragment of the 
rim, body, and base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed footrim: The bowl is 
decorated internally with almost vertical, slightly joggled, white slip. A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and exterior. Two white slipped bands are on the exterior, just below 
the rim. Not illustrated 
 
 
. 
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(FD 2008.1. 22)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080  8. G Bowl                             +      120mm 15 
  
Eight red 
earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a 
large part of the 
base of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim. 
The bowl is 
decorated internally 
with vertical runs of 
slightly joggled 
white slip. A thick 
lead glaze covers 
the interior and 
exterior.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 23)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080    1.G Bowl                             +      115mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated. 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 24)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080  3. G Bowl                             +      78mm 16 
 
Three red earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a large fragment of 
the base of a wheel thrown bowl 
with a developed footrim. The 
bowl is decorated internally with 
runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the 
interior and exterior.  
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(FD 2008.1. 25)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl                             +      73mm 17 
 
One red earthenware shard, 
the base of a wheel thrown 
bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is 
decorated internally with 
slightly joggled white slip. A 
thick lead glaze covers the 
interior and exterior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 26)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl                             +      67mm  
One red earthenware shard, the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed footrim. 
The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. A thick 
lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Overfired waster and not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 27)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl                             +     70mm   
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 28)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl                             +      100mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 29)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl                             +    65mm    
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated. 
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(FD 2008.1.30)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl                             +     78mm  18 
 
Three red earthenware shards conjoin to 
form the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim: The bowl is decorated 
internally with runs of slightly joggled white 
slip. A thick lead glaze covers the interior 
and exterior. As the glaze has run, the three 
small bobs of clay used as kiln furniture are 
still attached. See illustration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 31)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl                             +      83mm  
Three red earthenware shards conjoin to form a large fragment of the base of a wheel 
thrown bowl with a developed footrim: The bowl is decorated internally with runs of 
slightly joggled white slip. A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not 
illustrated. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 32)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +      75mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. 
A thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 33)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 2 Bowl                             +        
Two red earthenware shards conjoin to form the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with slightly joggled white slip. A 
thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
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(FD 2008.1. 34)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +     78   
One red earthenware base shard from a wheel thrown bowl with a developed footrim. 
The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of slightly joggled white slip. A thick 
lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 35)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6 Bowl                             +      78mm  
Six red earthenware shards conjoin to form the large a base of a wheel thrown bowl with 
a developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with slightly joggled white slip. A 
thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 36)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +      78mm  
One thick, highly fired, red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with 
a developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of white slip. A 
thick lead glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 37)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +      120mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of white slip. A thick lead 
glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
 (FD 2008.1. 38)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl. P 65mm         130mm       +      80mm  
Three red earthenware shards which conjoin to form a complete profile of a wheel thrown 
bowl with developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with vertical runs of white 
slip. A thick lead glaze also covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 39)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +        
Three red earthenware shards which conjoin to form from a fragment from the base of a 
wheel thrown bowl with developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with traces 
of joggled white slip. A thick lead glaze also covers the interior and exterior. Not 
illustrated 
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(FD 2008.1. 40)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 4 Bowl                              +   105mm 19 
 
Six red earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a large part 
of a wheel thrown bowl 
with a developed footrim. 
This overfired and 
squashed bowl is decorated 
internally with slightly 
joggled white slip. A thick 
lead glaze covers the 
interior and exterior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 41)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                             +      70mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with joggled runs of white slip. A thick lead 
glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 42)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl                              +      98mm  
One red earthenware shard from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with joggled white slip. A thick lead glaze 
covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 43)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl                             +        
Two conjoining red earthenware shards from the base of a wheel thrown bowl with a 
developed footrim. The bowl is decorated internally with joggled white slip. A thick lead 
glaze covers the interior and exterior. Not illustrated 
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(FD 2008.1. 44)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 1 Bowl             200mm    +       20 
 
Two thin redware rim shards conjoin to 
form a fragment of a wheel thrown 
redware bowl. This is decorated below 
the exterior rim with two spaced 
horizontal bands of slip, and on the 
interior with vertical slip bands which 
have been slightly joggled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 45)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 12 Bowl         210mm        +        
Twelve redware rim shards with eight, and four, conjoining to form two fragment of a 
wheel thrown redware bowl decorated on, and below, the exterior rim with horizontal 
bands of white slip, and on the interior with well spaced, smudged, vertical bands of 
white slip. Not illustrated. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 46)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl                              +      200mm  
Three redware rim shards conjoin to from a wheel thrown redware bowl decorated on, 
and below, the exterior rim with two horizontal bands of white slip. Well spaced, 
smudged, vertical bands of white slip are on the interior. Not illustrated. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 47)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl                             +        
Three redware rim shards conjoin to from a fragment of a wheel thrown redware bowl 
decorated on, and below, the exterior rim with two horizontal bands of white slip, and on 
the interior with well spaced, smudged, slightly joggled vertical bands of white slip. Not 
illustrated 
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(FD 2008.1. 48)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 4 Bowl        190mm         +       21 
 
Four redware rim 
shards conjoin to 
from a large 
fragment of a wheel 
thrown redware 
bowl decorated on 
the interior with 
spaced, finger 
shaped, groups of 
slightly joggled 
vertical bands of 
white slip. See below illus 23.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1.49)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl              260mm   +       22 
Three redware rim shards 
from a wheel thrown 
redware bowl decorated 
on the exterior with three, 
spaced, horizontal bands 
of white slip and on the 
interior with well spaced, 
smudged, vertical bands 
of slightly joggled white slip. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 50)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 5 Bowl            ?160mm   +       23 
 
Five, well overfired, redware 
rim shards with three 
conjoining, from a collapsed 
wheel thrown redware bowl 
decorated on the interior with 
spaced, finger shaped, groups 
of vertical white slip as (illus 
21) above.  
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(FD 2008.1. 51)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 3 Bowl            135mm     +       24a & b 
 
Three redware rim shards with two conjoined, 
from a wheel thrown redware bowl decorated on 
the rim and exterior with bands of white slip, 
and on the interior with well spaced vertical 
bands of hook shaped white slip, possibly 
applied with a finger. The slip decoration on 
bowl (FD 2008.1. 49) above, is similar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 52)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 5 Bowl          160mm       +        
Five redware rim shards, three conjoining, from a wheel thrown redware bowl decorated 
on the exterior rim with a band of white slip, and on the interior with faint, smeared, 
vertical bands of white slip. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 53)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080   G. 81 Bowls                ?           +        
Eighty one shards, 63 normal and 18 overfired. Only four, and four, of the normal shards 
conjoin. It is almost certain that some of these shards belong to the bowls listed above.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Bowls Small Slipped  & Decorated. 
 
 (Boxes 4 & 5)  
 
.        Box 4 (54 -64)  Box 5 (65 -70) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
 
 
This group is a number of small, hemispherical, redware bowls lead glazed on both 
surfaces and covered with an interior coating of white slip: most were decorated over this 
with touches (sponged or ragged) of a  brownish colour (probably manganese). The 
developed foot rim on these bowls would probably not be seen on whiteware for another 
half century or so.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 54)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl. P 100mm          220mm     +      99mm 25a & b 
 
Three large conjoining shards which form 
the complete profile of a hemispherical 
redware bowl with a developed footrim. The 
bowl is covered on the interior with a 
coating of white slip. Four vertical touches 
of brown, probably manganese, are 
decorated over this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 55)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl. P 80mm          185mm      +   82mm 26 
 
Three large conjoining shards form a 
complete profile of a hemispherical 
redware bowl with a developed 
footrim. The bowl is covered on the 
interior with a coating of white slip, 
over which there are three splodges of 
brown,  probably manganese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 56)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Bowl. P 80mm       185mm         +     84mm 27 
 
Five shards conjoining form a complete 
profile of a hemispherical redware bowl 
with a developed footrim: The bowl is 
covered on the interior with a coating of 
white slip, over which are three splodges 
of brown, probably manganese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 57)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Bowl.  84mm        185mm        +      87mm  
Five shards conjoining form a complete profile of a hemispherical redware bowl with a 
developed footrim: The bowl is covered on the interior with a coating of white slip, over 
which are three splodges of brown, probably manganese. Not illustrated and similar to 
illus 26 and 27 above.  
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 58)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl.  82mm          182mm      +    89mm 28 a & b 
 
Three shards conjoining form a complete 
profile of a hemispherical redware bowl with a 
developed footrim. The bowl is covered on the 
interior with a coating of white slip. Over this 
are decorated what appear to be four vertical 
rows of three very dark brown splodges, 
probably manganese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 59)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl.                               +     96mm  
One base from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed footrim, and covered on 
the interior with a coat of white slip. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 60)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl.                               +     98mm  
One base from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed footrim, and covered on 
the interior with a coat of white slip. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 61)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl.                               +   105mm  
One base from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed footrim, and covered on 
the interior with a coat of white slip. Traces of four brown manganese decorated 
splodges: Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 62)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl.                               +   85mm  
Three conjoining base shards from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed 
footrim and covered on the interior with a coat of white slip. Traces of one brown 
manganese decorated splodge: Not illustrated 
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FD 2008.1. 63)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Bowl.                               +   85mm  
Three conjoining base shards from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed 
footrim and covered on the interior with a coat of white slip. Traces of two brown 
manganese decorated splodges: Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 64)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl.                               +   110mm  
One base shard from a hemispherical redware bowl with a developed footrim and 
covered on the interior with a coat of white slip. A central pool of brown manganese 
decoration: Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 65)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 18 Bowl.          160mm        +                   29 
 
Eighteen rim and body shards with fifteen 
conjoining to form a large fragment of a 
hemispherical redware bowl covered on 
the interior with a coat of white slip and 
four, spaced ,brown manganese splodges. 
All are covered with a lead glaze.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 66)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Bowl.           210mm       +    
Two conjoining rim shards from a hemispherical redware bowl covered on the interior 
with a coat of white slip. Traces of three brown manganese vertical splodges: Not 
illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 67)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Bowl.           210mm       +    
Two conjoining rim shards from a hemispherical redware bowl covered on the interior 
with a coat of white slip and two brown manganese vertical splodges. Not illustrated. 
 
 
 5
(FD 2008.1. 68)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl.         210mm         +    
Three conjoining rim and body shards from a hemispherical redware bowl covered on the 
interior with a coat of white slip. This vessel has only been lead glazed on the interior and 
for c60mm below the exterior rim. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 69)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Bowl.          165mm        +    
Five rim and body shards with two conjoining from a hemispherical redware bowl, 
covered on the interior with a coat of white slip and traces of two brown manganese 
vertical splodges. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 70)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 80 Bowls            Various     +    
Eighty rim and body shards with two threes, and six twos, conjoining These are from a 
number of hemispherical redware bowl in various sizes: Many of the shards have traces 
of brown manganese vertical splodges. Not illustrated 
 
 1
Bowls Slipped & Decorated.  
 
 (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
Small redware bowl with flanged rims are a lot less common in the assemblage than are 
the hemispherical examples. All have a rim diameter of between 210 and 225mm and, 
where we can tell, a fairly uniform height of 57-60mm. The copper and manganese 
decoration has been very simply applied, possibly with a rag or a sponge.        
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 71)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Bowl. P 60mm         225mm       +     122mm 30 
 
Nine glazed redware shards 
which conjoin to form a 
substantial part of a small bowl 
with a flanged rim. This vessel 
is decorated internally with 
white slip, over which are 
spaced, vertical, alternate runs 
of copper, green, and brown 
(manganese) oxides: these have 
gathered in the base.    
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(FD 2008.1. 72)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 7 Bowl. P 58mm         225mm       +     125mm 31 
 
Seven glazed redware shards 
which conjoin to form 
approximately half of a small 
bowl with a flanged rim, 
decorated internally with white 
slip, over which there over which 
are spaced, vertical, alternate 
runs, and splodges of copper 
green, and brown (manganese) 
oxides. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 73)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl. P 57mm         220mm       +     120mm 32 
 
Three glazed redware shards which 
conjoin to form approximately one 
third of a small bowl with a 
flanged rim, decorated internally 
with white slip, over which are 
spaced, vertical, alternate runs, and 
splodges of copper, green, and 
brown (manganese) oxides. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 74)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl.           220mm       +       
Three glazed redware shards from a small bowl with a flanged rim, decorated internally 
with white slip, over which are spaced, vertical, alternate runs of copper, green, and 
brown (manganese) oxides. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 75)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl.           210mm       +       
One glazed redware shard from a small bowl with a flanged rim decorated internally with 
white slip, over which there are traces of brown (manganese) oxides. Not illustrated 
 1
Dishes Slipped & Decorated  
 
 (Box 6)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 76)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Dish           400mm      + 33 
 
Two conjoining glazed red 
earthenware rim shards 
from a large shallow dish 
with a large flanged rim, 
internally decorated with 
white slip. The white slip 
interior has traces of 
manganese splodges.   
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 77)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Dish           380mm      + 34 
 
Five glazed red 
earthenware rim shards, 
two conjoining, from a 
large, thick shallow dish 
with a large rim. The white 
slipped interior has traces 
of manganese and copper 
splodges. 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 78)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Dish          260mm       + 35 
 
One glazed red earthenware rim 
shard from a large, thick shallow 
dish with a large rim, internally 
decorated with white slip covered 
with manganese splodges. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 79)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Dish          230mm       + 36 
 
One glazed red 
earthenware rim shard 
from a large, thick, 
shallow dish with a large 
rim, decorated internally 
with white slip covered 
with manganese splodges. 
 
 
 1
Dishes Sgraffito Decorated 
 
 (Box 6)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 80)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4 Dish 70mm?         380mm?    +    240mm 37 
 
Four redware shards with 
three conjoined to form a 
substantial fragment of a 
large dish, decorated 
internally with white slip 
and sgraffito decoration in 
the form of a ship with 
sails. There are traces of a 
simple, wavy, sgraffito 
line around what was 
originally a broad flat rim. 
Splodges of manganese 
were applied before a final 
application of lead glaze 
to the surface. The 
rounded base of this dish 
has been extensively knife 
trimmed:       
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(FD 2008.1. 81)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6 Dish 70mm        380mm        +   240mm 38 
 
Six redware shards, five 
conjoined to form the 
substantial rim 
fragment of a large dish 
with internal white slip 
and sgraffito 
decoration. The broad 
flat rim is decorated 
with spaced crosses: St 
Andrew’s crosses 
alternate with smaller 
crosses with dots in all 
four corners. Strange 
sgraffito decoration is 
in the centre of the 
plate. Finally before 
covering the upper surface with its lead glaze splodges of manganese has been applied: 
This dish, which has a rounded base, has been extensively knife trimmed:       
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 82)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Dish   39 
 
One small lead glazed redware shard from a large 
dish with internal white slip and sgraffito 
decoration in the form of a tree or bush. Splodges 
of manganese were applied before a final 
application of lead glaze to the upper surface. 
This dish, which has a rounded base, has been 
extensively knife trimmed:       
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(FD 2008.1. 83)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 16 Dish 40mm         270mm       +     160mm 40 a & b 
 
Sixteen redware shards 
of which thirteen, and 
three, conjoin forming 
two fragments of a 
shallow dish with 
internal white slip 
decoration: 
The broad flat rim has 
sgraffito decoration in 
the form of two capital 
letters (H P) which 
might denote Hilcoat’s 
Pottery.     
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(FD 2008.1. 293)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
104 G. 1 Bowl. L              420mm   +      231a 
 
One redware flat rim shard from 
what is probably a dairy bowl 
decorated internally with white slip 
under a lead glaze. The rim has 
been decorated with sgraffito 
combing.     
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 294)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Below Flue G. 1 Platter?                             +      232a 
 
One base shard from what is probably a 
platter, decorated on the upper surface with 
white slip under a lead glaze. The shard has 
also been decorated with what could be 
sgraffito flowers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 297)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Below Flue G. 1    Platter?                             +      235a 
 
One red earthenware base shard, probably from a 
platter decorated on the upper surface with white slip 
under a lead glaze. The shard has a sgraffito flower 
decoration. 
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(FD 2008.1. 299)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
111 G. 1    Platter?                             +      237a 
 
One rim shard, probably from a large platter, decorated on 
the upper surface with white slip under a lead glaze. The 
shard also has sgraffito decoration.  
 
 
 
 1
Bowls Large Slipped & Decorated 
 
 (Box. 6)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 84)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 10 Bowl                              +   186mm 41 
 
Ten red earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form the flat 
base of a large, deep, (dairy) 
bowl: The interior white slip 
has been decorated with 
splodges of alternate green 
(copper), and brown 
(manganese).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2008.1. 85)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl. P 950mm        380mm        +    280mm 42 
 
Three red earthenware shards 
conjoin to form the profile of a 
deep (dairy) bowl. The interior 
white slip has almost certainly 
been decorated with splodges of 
alternate green (copper), and dark 
brown (manganese).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 86)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Bowl         360mm        + 43 
 
Five red earthenware shards, with three 
conjoining, from a deep (dairy) bowl: 
The interior white slip has almost 
certainly been decorated with splodges of 
alternate green (copper) and dark brown 
(manganese). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2008.1. 87)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 23 Bowls   44 
 
Twenty three red 
earthenware shards from 
what is almost certainly a 
number of flat based deep 
(dairy) bowls. The 
interior white slip has 
been decorated with 
splodges of alternate 
green (copper and brown 
(manganese).   
 
 
 1
Dishes Large Slipped & Mottled 
 
 (Box 7)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 88)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  14 Bowl. P 78mm         320mm      +      180mm 45 a & b 
 
Fourteen conjoining, glazed red earthenware 
shards from a large shallow dish with a 
flanged rim. The white slipped interior has an 
all over decoration of sponged, or ragged, 
splodges of brown (manganese) and an 
occasional spaced splodge of green (copper). 
What appears  to be the word “]tÇ” has been 
scratched in large scrip on the base; The ]   is 
c 130mm high. The waster has split, and 
glaze has run through the name making it 
difficult to assemble the edges closely. 
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 (FD 2008.1. 89)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 15 Bowl. P 90mm       380mm         +     215mm 46 
 
Fifteen conjoining, 
glazed red earthenware 
shards from a large 
shallow dish with a 
very broad flanged rim 
(44mm), decorated 
internally with white 
slip. This is decorated 
over with sponged, or 
ragged, splodges of 
brown (manganese) and 
the occasional spaced 
splodge of green 
(copper). 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 90)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 18 Bowl. P 86mm        360mm        +    203mm 47 
 
Eighteen glazed red 
earthenware shards 
with eleven, three, 
and two, conjoining to 
form sections of a 
shallow dish with a 
narrow flanged rim 
(16mm). The white 
slipped interior is all 
over decorated with 
sponged, or ragged, 
splodges of brown 
(manganese) and the 
occasional spaced 
splodge of green 
(copper). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 91)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 13 Bowl. P 75mm        375mm        +    200mm 48 
 
Thirteen glazed red earthenware 
shards with twelve, conjoining to 
form a large part of a shallow dish 
with a narrow flanged rim (16mm) 
The white slipped interior has been 
all over decorated with sponged, or 
ragged, splodges of brown 
(manganese) and the occasional 
spaced splodge of green (copper). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 92)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 11 Bowl. P 86mm       350mm        +    205mm 49 
 
 
Eleven glazed red 
earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a large 
fragment of a shallow dish 
with a narrow flanged rim 
(16mm). The white slipped 
interior has been all over 
decorated with sponged, or 
ragged, splodges of brown 
(manganese) and the 
occasional spaced splodge of 
green (copper). 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2008.1. 93)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G.12 Bowl. P 70mm            380mm    +     210mm 50 
 
Twelve glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form a large 
fragment of a shallow dish with a 
very broad flanged rim (50mm). The 
white slipped interior has been all 
over decorated with sponged, or 
ragged, splodges of brown 
(manganese) and the occasional 
spaced splodge of green (copper). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 94)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 27 Bowls         Various  
A group of twenty seven glazed red earthenware rim shards with three, and three pairs, 
conjoin, almost certainly from the bowls illustrated above. I consider these to be mainly 
from bowls (FD 2008.1. 89) - (illus 46).    
 
(FD 2008.1. 95)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 25 Bowls    
A group of twenty five glazed red earthenware rim shards which probably belong to the 
bowls illustrated above. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 96)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/08 G. 5 Bowls    
A group of five glazed red earthenware base and basal angle shards which probably 
belong to the bowls illustrated above. 
 
 1
Trailed Vertical Slipped Bowls: 
 
 (Box 7 & 8)   
 
Box 7 (97) Box 8 (98 – 101 & 136 - 138) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
Trailed Slipped vessels: Introduction 
 
It has been impossible to categorize with any certainty the large number of trailed slip 
decorated vessels in closed forms from Morrison Haven. This was partly due to a lack of 
joins: hence the fragmentary nature of the assembled pieces. The difficulty was further 
complicated by an apparently large range of mainly smallish vessels: it was found 
impossible to distinguish whether these small vessels had one handle, two handles, or, 
indeed, any handles. It was also impossible to relate the fragmented forms to the 
nomenclature of later 18th century Scottish ceramics. 
 
 A number of the small vessels with convex bodies have evidence of handles, so are 
probably cups as we have no evidence for spouts (i.e. creamers). A few small, wider, 
vessels with straight sides have handle scars and may also be cups. This is interesting, as 
there is no real evidence for a cup culture in post medieval Scotland’s indigenous ceramic 
record.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 97)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 19 Bowl. P 112mm         335mm       +    210mm 51 
 
Nineteen glazed red 
earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form an 
almost complete dairy 
bowl with a flanged rim 
(11mm) broad, and an 
expanded wedge shaped 
basal flange. The inside 
has a white band around 
the upper surface, and 
five spaced groups of 
two vertical white slip 
runs. 
The lead glaze only 
covers the upper two 
thirds of the exterior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 98)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 10 Bowl. P 102mm       270mm        +      185mm 52 
Ten glazed red 
earthenware shards with 
eight, and two, 
conjoined to form a 
large fragment of a 
dairy bowl as (FD 
2008.1. 97) above. The 
flanged rim is (12mm) 
broad and has a white 
band on the upper 
surface.  Decorated 
internally with spaced 
groups of two vertical 
white slip runs. The 
lead glaze runs almost 
to the base on the exterior. The bowl has an expanded, rounded, basal flange. See vessel 
(FD 2008.1. 99) below 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 99)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl                              +   185mm 53 
 
Three glazed red earthenware 
shards conjoin to form part of a 
dairy bowl with an expanded, 
rounded, basal flange.  
Decorated internally with 
spaced groups of two vertical 
white slip runs. On the exterior, 
the lead glaze stops approx 
26mm from the base. It is 
possible that these shards are 
from the same vessel as (FD 
2008.1. 98) above.    
  
 
(FD 2008.1. 100)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl         260mm        +  
One glazed red earthenware shard from the rim of a dairy bowl as (FD 2008.1. 97) above, 
almost certainly decorated with spaced groups of two vertical white slip runs, and a band 
of white slip on the upper rounded rim.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 101)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Bowls?         300mm        + 54 
 
Two highly fired, lead glazed red 
earthenware shards from the rim 
of , apparently, one or two dairy 
bowls decorated with short 
(117mm /350mm), spaced 
vertical runs of white slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
(FD 2008.1. 136)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl         290mm        + 89 
 
One glazed red earthenware 
shard from the side of a dairy 
bowl decorated with a slightly 
wavy horizontal band of white 
slip on the flat rim, and a band 
of commas on the interior: 
Unglazed on the exterior. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 137)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl         220mm        + 90 
 
One glazed red earthenware 
shard from the side of a dairy 
bowl decorated with white slip 
on the interior, and with what 
appear to be debased flowers 
on the interior: Unglazed on the 
exterior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 138)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl           340mm      + 91 
 
One glazed red earthenware 
shard from the flat rim of a dairy 
bowl decorated with a wavy 
horizontal band of white slip on 
the upper rim: The small dots are 
probably where some other 
vessel touched in the kiln. 
 1
Trailed Slip Dishes: Decoration 
 
 (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2008.1. 102)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 12 Bowl 80mm        235m           +    190mm 55 
 
Twelve glazed red 
earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a large 
part of a baking dish with  
a narrow flanged rim 
(9mm) wide which has 
two white bands on the 
upper surface. The dish is 
decorated internally with 
spaced, vertical, white 
slip runs. The lead glaze 
covers the exterior to the 
base, which has a slightly 
expanded, wedge shaped, 
basal flange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2008.1. 103)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl                              +    200mm 56 
 
Three glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form 
a fragment from the base of a 
baking dish decorated 
internally with spaced 
vertical white slip runs. The 
lead glaze covers the exterior 
to the base, which has a 
slightly expanded wedge 
shaped basal flange. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 104)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Bowl        210mm 57 
 
One glazed red earthenware 
rim shard from a baking dish 
with a narrow flanged rim 
(8mm) wide, and  
decorated internally with 
spaced vertical white slip runs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2008.1. 105)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Bowl         260mm 58 
 
Two glazed red 
earthenware rim 
shards from a 
baking dish with a 
narrow flanged 
rim (8mm) wide 
which has two 
white bands on 
the upper surface. 
Decorated 
internally with 
spaced, vertical, 
white slip runs.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 106)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bowl         310mm 59 
 
Three conjoining glazed 
red earthenware rim 
shards from a baking dish 
with a flanged rim 
(13mm) wide with three 
white bands on the upper 
surface, and decorated 
internally with overfired, 
spaced, vertical, black 
runs. 
 
 1
Trailed Slip Dishes: Floral Decoration 
 
 (Box 8)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
A number of the shards in this group form fragments of overfired, lead-glazed, redware 
bowls decorated internally with trailed slip stylized flowers. Are they baking dishes, and 
were they intended to be highly fired?      
 
(FD 2008.1. 107)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  4 Dish 110mm        290mm       +      250mm 60 a & b 
 
Four glazed red earthenware shards 
conjoin to form a fragment of a flat 
based baking dish with a flanged 
rim (13mm) wide. This is 
decorated internally with what 
appears to be a large leaf on the 
interior wall, and, probably, a 
flower in the shape of a cross with 
dots in the angles. The lead glaze 
on the exterior surface extends to 
the base, which has a slightly 
expanded, and rounded, basal 
flange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 108)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  19 Dish 80mm        245mm        +    150mm       61a 7 b 
 
Nineteen glazed red earthenware 
shards. Eighteen conjoin to form a 
large fragment of a flat based baking 
dish which has collapsed in the kiln 
The rounded rim has a white slip 
band on the upper surface. The 
internal decoration looks like a band 
of debased flowers: the lead glaze on 
the exterior surface extends to the 
base, which has a slightly expanded, 
and rounded, basal flange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 109)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 8 Dish 80mm        330mm        +   150mm 62 a |& b 
 
Eight glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form a 
large part of a flat based baking 
dish which has slumped and 
cracked in the kiln. The rounded 
rim has a white slip band on the 
upper surface. The internal 
decoration looks like a band of 
debased flowers, and the lead 
glaze on the exterior surface 
extends to the base, which has a 
slightly expanded, rounded, basal 
flange.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 110)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  Dish         340mm        + 63 
 
One lead glazed red earthenware 
rim shard from a high fired 
baking dish with a flat rim 
decorated with a wavy band of 
white slip. The interior wall has 
also been decorated with trailed 
white slip. The exterior is not 
glazed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 111)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  Dish          64 
 
One lead glazed red 
earthenware basal-angled shard 
from a flat based baking dish 
with the interior wall decorated 
with trailed white slip, possibly 
as (FD 2008.1. 109) above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Trailed Slip Platters 
 
 (Box 10)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 112)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11 Platter 60mm        380mm        +   220mm 65 
 
Eleven lead glazed red 
earthenware shards with 
six, and four, conjoining 
to form fragments of a 
dish, almost certainly 
decorated with debased 
flowers in white trailed 
slip on the interior, and 
what could be debased 
foliage and circular 
flowers on the rim 
(40mm) wide. The 
unglazed base has a 
rounded basal angle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 113)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Platter 38mm         280mm       +  180mm 66 
 
Eight lead glazed red 
earthenware shards conjoin to 
form a large fragment of a 
platter decorated internally, and 
on the rim, (38mm) wide, with 
debased flowers in white trailed 
slip. The unglazed base has a 
rounded basal angle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 114)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Platter C 40mm         270mm       +   150mm 67 
 
Eight lead glazed, red 
earthenware shards 
which may conjoin, 
form a large fragment 
of a platter decorated 
internally with 
debased flowers in 
white trailed slip, and 
on the rim 
(40mmwide), with 
white slip trailed open 
cells. The unglazed 
base has a rounded 
basal angle. 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 115)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Platter                              +  150mm 68 
 
Five lead glazed red 
earthenware shards with three, 
and two, conjoining, almost 
certainly part of the same 
platter, decorated internally 
and on the rim with white 
trailed slip debased flowers. 
The unglazed base has a 
rounded basal angle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 116)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Platter          320mm       + 69 
 
Three lead glazed 
red earthenware rim 
shards with two 
conjoining, from the 
rim and body of a 
platter decorated 
with white trailed 
slip debased 
flowers. The 
exterior has not 
been glazed. There 
are traces of iron or 
manganese decoration.  
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 117)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Platter          320mm       + 70 
 
Three lead glazed red earthenware shards, 
conjoining, are from a platter decorated internally 
with white trailed slip debased flowers. The flat 
base has not been glazed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 118)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Platter   71 
 
Three lead glazed red 
earthenware shards, 
conjoining, are from a 
small platter or dish 
decorated internally with 
what may be white trailed 
slip debased flowers. The 
base has not been glazed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
(FD 2008.1. 119)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 29 Platters                       various 72 
 
Twenty nine 
lead glazed red 
earthenware 
shards from a 
number of 
platters, 
decorated 
internally with 
what appears to 
be mainly white 
trailed slip 
debased flowers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 120)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Platter   73 
 
One lead glazed red earthenware rim 
shard from a small platter decorated with 
what appears to be white trailed slip 
debased flowers. The base has not been 
glazed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
(FD 2008.1. 121)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Platter   74 
 
Three conjoined lead 
glazed red 
earthenware shards 
from the rim of a 
platter are decorated 
with white trailed slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2008.1. 122)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Platter        260mm         +   140mm 75 
 
Five overfired lead glazed 
red earthenware shards, 
with three conjoining, are 
from a platter decorated 
internally with white 
trailed slip debased 
flowers. The flat base has 
not been glazed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
(FD 2008.1. 123)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Platter 47mm       270mm         +    76 
 
Two lead glazed red 
earthenware rim shards 
are from a small platter 
decorated on the rim with 
white trailed slip. The 
underside is unglazed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 124)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Platter 45mm       320mm         +    77 
 
Two, overfired, lead glazed, red 
earthenware conjoined rim shards, 
decorated with white trailed slip, 
from a small platter.. The underside 
has not been glazed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 125)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Platter 45mm       300mm         +    78 
 
Three lead glazed red earthenware 
rim shards, two conjoined, from a 
small platter decorated with white 
trailed slip. Traces of trailed slip 
decoration are seen on the interior. 
The underside has not been glazed. 
 
 
 
 
 8
(FD 2008.1. 126a)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trial Tr 1 G. 3 Platter        410mm         +    79a 
 
Three conjoined 
lead glazed red 
earthenware rim 
shards decorated 
with white trailed 
slip are from a 
large platter with 
traces of trailed 
slip decoration on 
the interior. The 
underside has not 
been glazed.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 126b)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Platter        260mm         +    79b 
 
Two lead glazed red 
earthenware rim shards 
decorated with white trailed 
slip from a small platter. The 
underside has not been glazed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Trailed Slip: Small Hollowware.  
 
 (Box 11)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
Page 1: Small thistle shaped cups decorated with external horizontal bands of plain, or 
wavy, trailed white slip.  
 
Page 5: Small shallow cups decorated with white trailed slip on either the interior or 
exterior. Often there is a band of white ship around the slightly everted rim.    
 
Page 9: Small vessels with splayed bases decorated externally with trailed white slip. 
 
Page 10: Ink Well 
 
Page 10: Chamberstick 
 
(FD 2008.1. 127)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6 Cup         70mm          +      51mm 80 
 
Six lead glazed red earthenware shards with 
three, and three, conjoining to form two 
fragments of, possibly, the same thistle shaped 
cup, decorated with wavy lines of trailed white 
slip. The handle is “D” shaped, and along this is 
an incised line. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 128)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1        Cup                              +     49mm 81 
 
One lead glazed red earthenware shard 
from, possibly, the bottom of a thistle 
shaped cup, decorated with one wavy, and 
one horizontal, band of trailed white slip.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 129)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Cup          85mm         + 82 
 
Two conjoining lead glazed red earthenware 
shards from, possibly, a thistle shaped cup 
showing traces of trailed white slip decoration 
and two handle scars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 130)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1          Cup                              +       56mm 83 
 
One lead glazed red earthenware shard 
from what may be the bottom of a thistle 
shaped cup, decorated with a semi- 
horizontal band of trailed white slip.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 131)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  Cups       80-120mm     +     60mm 84 
 
Sixteen rim, body, and base shards, with three pairs conjoining, in lead glazed red 
earthenware. These are from thistle shaped cups decorated with both plain, and wavy, 
horizontal lines of trailed white slip.   
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 132)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3        Cup            80mm       + 85 
 
Three lead glazed red earthenware shards, 
two rim, and one body, from what appear 
to be the same thistle shaped cup, 
decorated with wavy lines of trailed white 
slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 133)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4 Cup         78mm 86 
 
Three extremely overfired lead glazed 
red earthenware conjoined shards from 
the rim of what appears to be a thistle 
shaped cup, decorated with wavy lines 
of trailed white slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 (FD 2008.1. 134)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 17        Cups        70 -115mm  +  87 
Seventeen lead glazed red earthenware shards with three, and two, conjoining, from the 
rims of thistle shaped cups. The cup bodies are decorated with both plain, and wavy, 
horizontal lines of white trailed slip.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 135)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1        Cup                              +   60mm 88 
 
One lead glazed red earthenware shard from 
what may be the bottom of a straight sided 
cup with a handle scar just above base: a 
small pad of red clay (kiln furniture) is still 
attached to base. This was decorated 
externally with varied lengths and groups of 
vertical trailed white slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 (FD 2008.1. 139)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Cup. P 56mm          88mm        +     70mm 92 a & b 
 
Nine glazed red earthenware 
shards conjoined to form a large 
fragment of a shallow cup with  a 
handle scar below the rim, and 
piece of red clay (kiln furniture) 
attached to the basal angle.  
 The internal decoration appears to 
be random trailed white slip: the 
everted rim has a band of white 
slip on the interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
(FD 2008.1.140)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9        Cup. P 57mm         104mm      +       74mm 93 a & b 
 
Nine glazed red earthenware 
shards conjoin to form a fragment 
of a shallow cup with an attached 
handle shard below the rim and a 
scar above the basal angle.  
The internal decoration appears to 
be random trailed white slip: the 
everted rim has a band of white 
slip on the interior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8
(FD 2008.1. 141)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Cup                              +     84mm 94 
 
Three glazed red earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form a fragment of a 
shallow cup, decorated internally with 
what appears to be random trailed 
white slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 142)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 8        Cup                              + 95 
Eight glazed red 
earthenware shards 
with three, and 
three, conjoining to 
form fragments of, 
possibly, the same 
shallow cup The 
internal decoration 
appears to be 
random trailed 
white slip: the 
everted rim has a 
band of white slip 
on the interior.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 9
(FD 2008.1. 143)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 40         Cups                              +  Various 96 
Forty glazed red earthenware body, rim, and base, and handle shards: approximately half 
a dozen conjoin. All appear to be from shallow cups, and all are decorated with what 
looks like random white trailed slip. These shards all have internal decoration, and have 
been kept together as it possible that a few may conjoin with the cups (illus 92 to 95), see 
above. 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 144)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 G. 1         Cup?                              +   97 
 
One glazed red earthenware 
base shard, possibly from a 
cup or small mug with an 
expanded base and slight 
trace of external white slip 
decoration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 10
(FD 2008.1. 167)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1         Inkwell                              +  60mm 120 
 
One small glazed red earthenware shard from an 
inkwell which has a slight trace of external white slip 
decoration.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 168)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Chamberstick 15mm       115mm         +      85mm 121 
 
Two glazed red 
earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a 
fragment of the outer rim 
and dish of a 
chamberstick. This was 
decorated with two bands 
on the top of the everted 
rim, and a ring of dots on 
the internal shoulder: 
some dots have run.   
 1
Trailed Slip: Small Hollowware.  
 
 (Box 12)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 145)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11 Large cup shape. P 76mm          130mm      +  85mm 98 a & b 
 
Eleven overfired (almost stoneware) 
glazed red earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a large fragment of a 
shallow cup-shaped vessel with an 
attached handle 18mm wide at the 
top, and only 10mm wide at the foot. 
The internal decoration appears to be 
fairly random vertical trails of white 
slip. The everted rim has a band of 
white slip around the edge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 146)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2                 ?                              +   100mm 99 a & b 
 
Two glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form a 
fragment of a shallow  
cup-shaped vessel, decorated 
internally with what appears to 
be vertical trails of white slip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 147)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2                ?                                    +   76mm 100 
 
Two glazed red earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form a fragment from 
the base of, probably, a shallow  
cup-shaped vessel, decorated internally 
with what appear to be vertical trails of 
white slip. 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 148)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 10    Handled bowl?     114mm        150mm        +     92mm 101 
 
Ten glazed red 
earthenware shards, 
which conjoin to form a 
large fragment of what 
appears to be a bowl 
with handle as there is a 
handle scar 30mm 
above the base. A small 
lump of redware kiln 
furniture adheres to the 
base. The bowl is 
decorated externally 
with two horizontal 
wavy trails of white slip 
above the base and 
below the everted rim 
which also has a band 
of white slip on the 
exterior, just below the 
edge. The main body 
decoration consists of a 
band, apparently of stylized figure-of-eight flowers on their sides, with a dot in the right 
hand space.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 149)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  2 ?                              +     85mm 102 
 
Two glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form 
a fragment from the base of a 
closed vessel of unknown 
form, decorated with three 
spaced horizontal bands of 
wavy trailed white slip.A 
small blob of redware kiln 
furniture adheres to the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 150)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  6 ?                              +     85mm 103 
 
Six glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form a 
fragment from the bottom of, 
possibly, a closed vessel, but of 
unknown form. The exterior 
body is decorated with trailed 
slip white which has been 
scratched, probably in the kiln. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 151)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 ?                             +      75mm 104 
 
Two glazed red 
earthenware shards 
which conjoin to form 
the base of a vessel of 
unknown form. The 
exterior body is 
decorated with trailed 
white slip. Two small 
pads of red clay (kiln 
furniture) adhere to 
the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 152)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 ?                             +      c 125mm 105 
 
Two glazed red 
earthenware basal 
angle shards, almost 
certainly both from 
the same vessel: this 
is an unknown 
form, and may be 
straight- sided.    
the exterior is 
decorated with 
trailed white slip.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 153)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 ?                             +       106 
 
Three glazed red 
earthenware body shards 
decorated on the exterior 
with trailed white slip. An 
unknown type, but possibly 
a a closed form as there is a 
handle scar  c20mm wide, 
and least 60 mm above,the 
base.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 154)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 ?                             +       107 
 
Three glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin are from 
the basal angle of a vessel 
decorated on the exterior, and 
on the interior base, with 
trailed white slip. This is the 
only shard with slip decoration 
on both surfaces, is an  
unknown form, and may be 
straight sided. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 155)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Mug                             +       108 
 
Two glazed red 
earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a 
fragment from the bottom 
of a mug with a splayed 
base. The splayed base 
has been decorated with a 
horizontal band of white 
slip, and there are traces 
of trailed slip decoration 
on the exterior body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 156)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Mug                             +      82mm 109 
 
One glazed red earthenware base 
from a mug with a splayed base: a 
handle scar springs from the body 
30mm above the base. 
The exterior is decorated with spaced 
vertical bands of trailed white slip 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 157)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Mug                             +      100mm 110 
 
One glazed red 
earthenware base from a 
mug with a splayed base. 
The exterior body has 
traces of slip: a small pad 
of clay is attached to the 
base (kiln furniture). 
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(FD 2008.1. 158)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Mug                             +      110mm 111 
 
Three glazed red earthenware 
shards conjoin to form a 
fragment from the bottom of a 
mug with a splayed base. The 
exterior body may have been 
decorated with vertical bands of 
trailed white slip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 159)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Mug or Jug                             +      130mm 112 
 
One thick, glazed red 
earthenware, base from the basal 
angle of a vessel with what 
appears to be a vertical profile. 
The exterior has been decorated 
with trailed white slip, and with 
two of bands of lathe cutting 
c16mm above the base. A small 
pad of clay is attached to the base 
(kiln furniture). 
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(FD 2008.1. 160)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Mug ?                             +      110mm 113 
 
One thick glazed red earthenware 
base from the basal angle of a vessel 
with what appears to be a vertical 
profile. The exterior has been 
decorated with trailed white slip, and 
with two of bands of lathe cutting 
c10mm above the base. The glaze 
does not cover the entire body.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 161)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6 Jug                             +       114 a & b 
 
Six glazed red earthenware shards which 
conjoin to form a fragment of a jug body 
with handle. The exterior has been 
decorated on the shoulder with long, 
stylized, snowdrop like flowers in trailed 
white slip, and on the belly with what 
seem to be more rounded flowers. As the 
interior of this vessel has very distinctive 
blistering, we are confident that, despite 
having fresh breaks, there are no other 
matching shards from the assemblage.  
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(FD 2008.1. 162)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Jugs                             +       115 
  
Nine glazed red 
earthenware shards 
with three, and two, 
conjoining: all are, 
almost certainly,  
from jugs. Some of 
the shards have lathe 
cut bands on the 
shoulders, and all 
have been decorated 
with trailed white slip.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 163)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 12 Various                             +       116 
Twelve glazed red earthenware rim shards from different vessels and forms. All have 
some sort of external white trailed slip decoration.  
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(FD 2008.1. 164)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 10 Various      Various          +       117 
 
Ten glazed red 
earthenware 
base shards 
from different 
vessels, and all 
with traces of 
external trailed 
white slip 
decoration. One 
shard has a 
handle scar. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 165)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 7 Jugs?                              +       118 
 
Seven glazed red earthenware base shards 
with three, and two, conjoining, from at 
least two different vessels, decorated with 
one horizontal band of trailed white slip on 
the exterior. One vessel has a handle 
18mmwide. 
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(FD 2008.1. 166)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 54 Various                             +       119 
Fifty four glazed red earthenware shards almost certainly from a large number of vessels: 
all have traces of white trailed slip on the exterior surface. A few have handle scars 
 
 
 
 1
Unglazed Garden Furniture 
 
 (Box 13)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
Apart from flower pots and stands (seed trays), the number of unglazed shards recovered 
from the excavated assemblage was very small, and these seem to have come entirely 
from Garden urns.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 169)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 6 Urn 240mm           82mm       +     235mm 122 a & b 
 
Six conjoining unglazed redware shards, 
forming most of a pear shaped, thrown, 
circular central portion of, almost 
certainly, a three tiered garden urn. 
Heavily rilled, there are signs of a tool 
being used: the vertical neck for fitting 
to the urn top is missing. The maximum 
circumference is 330mm see (illus 122b 
on page 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 170)    
Context Shards Form Height      Flange Dia    +    Base  Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Urn 240         145mm       +    47 mm 123 a, b & c 
 
One round, thrown, unglazed redware 
shard is almost certainly from the base of a 
circular garden urn with its flange and 
locking piece, which are shown in (illus 
123b):  
The scar where this broke away from the 
urn can be seen in (illus 123c).  
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(FD 2008.1.
S Form Height   Base Dia  
 171)    
Context hards      Rim Dia    +  Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Urn                    + 124 a & b      
 
One thick, thrown, unglazed redware 
rim shard from a garden urn decorated
with a
 
 collar below the large everted 
m.  
 
 
ri
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(FD 2008.1.
S Height   Base Dia  
 172)    
Context hards Form      Rim Dia    +  Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Sprig                         125   +
 
One redware body shard, 
almost certainly from a piece o
garden furniture, probably an 
urn. This is decorated with an 
applied sprig in the form of a 
left facing bird’s wing. T
left of the shard there is 
evidence of a second right 
facing sprig: both sit just 
a slight cordon. There is 
evidence of white slip around, 
and below, the sprig
f 
o the 
above 
.  See (illus 
26 to 128) below) 
 
.1
S Height   Base Dia  
1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (FD 2008 . 173)    
Context hards Form      Rim Dia    +  Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Sprig                         + 126 
 
One redware shard, almost 
certainly part of a mou
sprig used to decorate 
garden furniture, possibly 
an urn. See (illus 125 ab
and (illus 127 and 128) 
below. There is white sli
lded 
ove 
p 
n both sprig surfaces.  
 
o
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(FD 2008.1.
S Height   Base Dia  
 174)    
Context hards Form      Rim Dia    +  Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Sprig                         + 127 
 
One moulded redware 
sprig, almost certa
of a type used to 
decorate garden 
furniture, possibly urn
see (illus 125 & 126) 
above and (illus 128) 
below. There are trac
of white slip on the 
moulded surface, and 
the flat obverse is also 
coated see (illus 127b). 
This suggests that white
slip was used to attach 
inly 
s, 
es 
 
the sprigs to the body. 
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(FD 2008.1.
C t S Height   Base Dia  
 175)    
ontex hards Form      Rim Dia    +  Illus 
103 B. 1 Sprig                         + 128 
 
One broken sha
from a crudely 
moulded redw
sprig, almost 
certainly of a type
used to decorate 
garden furniture, 
possibly urns, see 
(illus 125 to 127) 
above. There are 
traces of whit
on the upper 
surface, and the fla
obverse is coated
see (illus 127b). 
This suggests that 
white slip was used 
to attach the s
rd 
are 
 
e slip 
t 
, 
prigs 
 the body. 
 
to
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Unglazed Plant Pot Stands 
 
 (Box 14)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
I am not certain what these shallow trays were used exactly, although I presume that they 
were used as drip trays for the flower pots. It may be that they were multi-functional, as 
the documents pertaining to the Scottish east coast potteries show the production of 
redware seed trays, but I have not seen shallow dishes with drainage holes amongst 
Scottish 18th and 19th century kiln material.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 349)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 8 Dish. P 40mm         200mm       +    152mm 266 a & b 
   
Eight bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form a complete, round, 
shallow tray: 
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(FD 2008.1. 350)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. Dish. S. P 30mm       150mm         +    119mm 267 a & b 
  
 
One complete, small, round, 
shallow, unglazed redware tray 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 351)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Dish. P 32mm       190mm         +     150mm  
One shard from a shallow, unglazed, redware tray. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 352)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 7 Dish. P 30-35mm     200- 210mm  +     150-190mm  
Seven overfired shards from a minimum of three, unglazed, redware trays. Not illustrated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Unglazed Plant Pots 
 
 (Box 18, 21 & 22)   
 
Box 18 (352-373)  Boxes 21 & 22 (374) 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque sherd 
G               Glazed sherd 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
Simple redware flower pots are known in England from the 15th century, but large-scale 
production may not have started until the early 18th century (Melton & Scott 1999, 99). 
The late18th century unglazed Morrison’s Haven flowerpots have all been fired from 
local clay and are undecorated except for a large number which have incised lines around 
the body. Rim forms vary in shape, and the diameters of the pots range from 90mm to 
260mm.  A few dribbles of glaze suggest that they were fired in the same kiln as the lead 
glazed wares and a few have unintentionally been fired almost to stoneware. East Lothian 
was well known for its market gardens and documentary evidence suggests that flower 
pots, seed trays, and garden furniture were an important element of production. A 
significant amount of time has been expended in trying to construct profiles, but with 
limited success. Therefore substantial bases (i.e. more than half), have been given 
individual numbers: all the other shards have been grouped, but given the same number.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 353)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 4 Plant Pot. P. S 80mm        90mm          +     65mm 268 
 
Four bisque redware shards conjoining to 
from the substantial fragment of a small 
flowerpot: The base hole is c.18mm in 
diameter.   
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(FD 2008.1. 354)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Plant Pot. P 90mm        140mm       +     85mm 269 
 
One almost complete, but 
cracked, redware, smallish 
flowerpot with a base hole, 
c.18mm in diameter   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 355)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 9 Plant Pot. P 122mm        190mm        +    45mm 270 
 
Nine bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form the 
substantial fragment of a 
flowerpot with a base hole 
18mm in diameter.   
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(FD 2008.1. 356)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 2 Plant Pot. P 155mm        250mm       +     155mm 271 
 
Two bisque redware shards conjoining to form 
the substantial fragment of the body of a 
flowerpot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 357)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Plant Pot. P 132mm        190mm        +     128mm 272 
 
One bisque redware shard gives the 
profile of a flowerpot decorated 
with an incised band 24mm below 
the bottom of the rim: overfired 
and sagged in the kiln. 
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(FD 2008.1. 358)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 15 Plant Pot. P. L 200mm         265mm       +     164mm 273 
 
Fifteen bisque redware shards 
conjoining to from the 
substantial fragment of a large 
flowerpot: The rim is complete 
but not glued: the quasi oval 
base hole is 30 x 40mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 359)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 2 Plant Pot                              +    125mm 274 a & b 
 
Two bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form the substantial 
fragment of a flower pot minus the 
rim, and decorated with two deep 
incised horizontal bands. Runs of 
lead glaze are on both the interior 
and exterior surfaces: base hole 
c.15-17mm 
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(FD 2008.1. 360)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Plant Po. S                              +  57mm  
One bisque redware shard from a small flowerpot with rim missing: hole 18mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 361)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Plant Pot. S                              +   75mm  
One bisque redware shard from a small flowerpot with rim missing: hole 12mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 362)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 2 Plant Pot. S                              +   76mm  
Two bisque redware shard conjoining to form a base from a small flowerpot: hole 18mm 
in diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 363)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 5 Plant Pot                              +    99mm  
Five bisque redware shard conjoining to form the bottom of a flowerpot: hole 18mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 364)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 3 Plant Pot                              +    99mm  
Three bisque redware shards conjoining to form part of a flowerpot base: hole 18mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 365)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 3 Plant Pot                              +   115mm  
Three bisque redware shards conjoining to form part of a flowerpot base. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 366)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 3 Plant Pot                              +   115mm  
Three bisque redware shards conjoining to form part of a flowerpot base: Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 367)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 2 Plant Pot                              +   130mm  
Two bisque redware shard conjoining to from part of a flowerpot base: hole 35mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 368)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 4 Plant Pot                              +   130mm  
 6
Four bisque redware shards conjoining to form part of a flowerpot base: hole 26mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 369)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B.  7 Plant Pot. L                              +   175mm 275 
 
Seven bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form the fragment of a 
large, thick, flowerpot base with a 
substantial firing crack running 
across the base: hole 26mm in 
diameter, before being cracked in the 
kiln.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 370)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 3 Plant Pot. L                              +   160mm  
Three bisque redware shards conjoining to form the fragment of a large, thick, flowerpot 
base: hole 31mm in diameter. Not illustrated 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 371)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 1 Plant Pot                              +   110mm 276 
 
Two bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form a flowerpot 
base with five holes, all c.5mm 
in diameter:  
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(FD 2008.1. 372)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 5 Plant Pot. P 120mm           145mm     +   105 277 
 
Five bisque redware shards 
conjoining to form a large 
fragment of a flowerpot, drain hole 
21mm in diameter: glaze has 
dripped on to the base in the kiln. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 373)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 11 Plant Pot. L 206mm       260mm         +   186mm  
Eleven bisque red earthenware shards conjoing to form the large fragment of a large, 
thick, flowerpot with a substantial firing crack running across the base. Although the rim 
is complete, not sufficient of the body is present to support it. Hole is 27 to 30 mm in 
diameter. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 374)    
Context Shards Form Height Base Diameters Illus 
078/080 B. 38 Plant Pots             C.  85mm to 145mm        
Thirty eight bisque red earthenware basal angle shards with only two, and two, 
conjoining, from a number of plant pots in various sizes.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 374)    
Context Shards Form Height Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 143 Plant Pots    
One hundred and forty three red earthenware body, and flat base, shards from a number 
of plant pots. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 374)    
Context Shards Form Height Rim Diameters Illus 
078/080 B. 117 Plant Pots  Various  
One hundred and seventeen rim shards with two fours, and twelve twos, conjoining, from 
a number of plant pots in a huge range of sizes. All have been given the same number, 
but those that conjoin have been bagged separately.   
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(FD 2008.1. 189)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B. 3       Unknown   142 
 
Three thick, conjoining, unglazed 
redware rim and body shards from 
an, almost, straight sided vessel of 
unknown form or purpose, but 
could be a very large plant pot. 
Two incised horizontal lines 
encircle the body.   
 
 1
Unglazed Syrup Type Jars 
 
 (Box 9)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.                       Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
The regular group of thick, high shouldered, unglazed jars, (illus1 to 3), & fragments 
(illus 5, 6, 7 and 9, recovered at Morrison Haven, for all intents and purposes are termed 
syrup-collecting jars and have the defining characteristics of thick, rounded, everted rims, 
and heavy bases. These vessels were used to collect molasses drained from the open 
bottom of sugar cone moulds. However, as no fragments of cones were recovered from 
the site, and a number of other 18th century industries were in the area, for example, the 
manufacture of “Vitriol”, it is possible that they were produced for a purpose of which we 
are unaware. That said, there was an 18th century sugar works along the coast at the port 
of Leith. The large jars (illus 4 & 5) along with fragment (illus 8) are much larger but 
similar in shape. 
 
(FD 2008.1.1)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078 21 Jar 305mm      114mm        +    138mm 1 
  
Twenty one shards conjoining to form an almost 
complete unglazed redware jar of syrup-
collecting type. Rounded out turned rim, heavy 
rilling, and recessed base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 
(FD 2008.1.2)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078 28 Jar 305mm      114mm        +    140mm 2 
  
 Twenty eight shards conjoin to form a sizeable 
fragment and profile of a large unglazed redware jar 
of syrup-collecting type. Rounded out turned rim, 
heavy rilling, and recessed base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1.3)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078 13 Jar 280mm                          +    145mm 3 
  
Thirteen conjoining shards form approximately half of 
a thick, unglazed redware jar of syrup-collecting type 
similar to illus 1 & 2. Heavy rilling and recessed base 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2008.1.4)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 32 Jar 380mm      150mm        +    168mm 4 
  
Thirty two shards conjoining to form a 
sizeable fragment and profile of a large 
unglazed redware jar of syrup-collecting type. 
Rounded out turned rim, heavy rilling and 
recessed base.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 5)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 29 Jar 380mm      160mm        +    174mm  
Twenty nine rim, base and body shards conjoing in small areas to form a complete profile 
of a syrup jar which unfortunately fell to pieces before it could be photographed. 
 
(FD 2008.1.6)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078 B 1 Jar                            +    138mm  
One large basal shard, from a large unglazed redware jar of syrup-collecting type. Heavy 
rilling and turned out base. 
 
(FD 2008.1.7)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B 4 Jar                            +    140mm  
Four shards conjoining to form a sizeable basal fragment from a large unglazed redware 
jar of syrup-collecting type. Heavy rilling and turned out base. 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1.8)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B 4 Jar                            +      
Ten shards conjoining to form a sizeable body fragment from a large unglazed redware 
jar of syrup-collecting type in size almost certainly as big as (illus 4). Heavy rilling and 
turned out base.  
 
(FD 2008.1.9)    
Context Shards Form Height OD  Rim Dia   +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 B 31  Jars                            +      
Thirty one shards with three, and six twos, conjoining from at least five large unglazed 
redware jars of syrup-collecting type. These vessels are almost certainly all the same size 
as (illus 1).  
 
 1
Bottles  
 
 (Box 11)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
The four small neck and rim shards published below are thought to be from bottles, 
although one has a handle scar. Despite our search we could find no shards which join, 
and so have no idea of height or diameter.    
 
(FD 2008.1. 284)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1       Bottle        34mm 223a 
 
One redware rim shard from a bottle with a lead glaze on 
both surfaces, and with added iron or manganese.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 285)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1       Bottle         34mm 224a 
 
One redware rim shard from a bottle with a lead glaze on 
both surfaces, and with added iron or manganese.  
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2008.1. 286)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1       Bottle         34mm 225a 
 
One redware rim shard from a bottle 
covered on both surfaces with a lead 
glaze. There is a handle scar on the 
shoulder. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 287)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1       Bottle          34mm 226a 
 
One very small redware rim shard from a 
bottle covered on both surfaces with a lead 
glaze 
 
 
 1
Bowls - Handled – L  
 
 (Box 13)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
All the bowls catalogued have squared rims, splayed bases, and flared sides, although 
some sides are slightly bowed, possibly due to sagging in the kiln. They are all very 
thickly glazed internally and externally to just above the bases and some glaze has run. 
We cannot be certain that they had pairs of vertical strap handles below the rim, but, on 
balance, this is likely.      
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 190)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11 Bowls                              +     253mm 143 
 
Eleven red earthenware 
base and body shards 
conjoining to form a large 
fragment from the bottom 
half of a lead glazed 
bowl.  
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(FD 2008.1. 191)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.  11       Bowl. P 85mm       c. 400mm     +   240mm 144 
 
Eleven red earthenware 
shards conjoining to form 
a large fragment with the 
complete profile of a 
squared rimmed, lead 
glazed bowl. Only seven 
shards are illustrated. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 192)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4         Bowl                              +   190mm 145 
 
Four red earthenware 
base and body shards 
conjoining to form a large 
fragment from the bottom 
of a lead glazed bowl. 
The exterior has some 
iron concretion attached.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2008.1. 193)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9         Bowl         390mm        + 146 
 
Nine glazed red 
earthenware shards with 
six, and three, conjoining 
to form two fragments 
from the rim and upper 
body of a bowl. The 
larger fragment has two 
large strap handle scars 
below the squared rim.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 194)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2       Bowl         480mm 147 
 
Two redware rim shards which 
conjoin to form a fragment from 
the rim and upper body of a lead 
glazed squared rimmed bowl   
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(FD 2008.1. 195)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4         Bowl         420mm        + 148 
 
Four redware rim shards which 
conjoin to form a fragment from 
the rim and upper body of a lead 
glazed squared rimmed bowl with 
a horizontal strap handle just below 
the rim. The handle is 122mm, and 
27mm wide. There are traces of 
two incised lines 35mm below the 
rim.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 196)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1        Bowl          390mm        + 149 
 
One high fired (almost stoneware) 
redware rim and body shard from a 
glazed squared rimmed bowl with a 
horizontal strap handle. The lead glaze 
on this vessel is almost black, suggesting 
that iron, or more likely manganese, was 
added. The handle is 114mm long, 
22mm wide, and is only 11mm below 
the rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 197)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2         Bowl         420mm 150 
 
Two redware rim shards which conjoin to 
form a fragment of the rim and upper body 
of a lead glazed squared rimmed bowl.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 198)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2         Bowl                              +    220mm 151 
 
Two redware basal angle shards 
which conjoin to form a fragment 
of the flared base of a lead glazed 
bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 199)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6       Bowl         340mm 152 
 
Six glazed red 
earthenware shards 
with three rims, and 
three body shards 
conjoining to form 
two fragments from 
a large bowl that 
was decorated with 
black splashes of 
iron or manganese, 
and also has two incised lines 55mm below the squared rim.  
 
 1
Lead Glazed Bowls 
 
 (Box 14)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 273)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G. 5 Bowl         240mm        + 216 
 
Five, conjoining, glazed 
redware rim shards from a 
bowl with a rounded rim. This 
is so heavily overfired that the 
body is now black stoneware A 
small area near the external 
base is unglazed.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 274)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G. 5 Bowl         240mm        + 217 
 
Three conjoining glazed 
redware rim shards from a 
bowl with a flat rim. This is so 
heavily overfired that the body 
is now black stoneware. 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 275)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G. 14 Bowl 92mm       240mm        +     118mm 218  
 
Fourteen glazed redware 
shards, with twelve 
conjoining, from a fairly 
open bowl with a 
rounded, hooked rim. The 
interior has been 
decorated with vertical 
splashes of black (iron or 
manganese) and this has 
run.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 276)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G. 11 Bowl                             +    115mm 219  
 
Eleven glazed redware 
shards which conjoin to 
form the bottom of an 
open bowl. The base has a 
pad of clay (kiln furniture) 
adhering to the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 277)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G.  Bowl                             +  220 
 
Four glazed redware shards which 
conjoin to form the bottom of an 
open bowl. The base has two pads 
of clay (kiln furniture) adhering to 
the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 278)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G.  3 Bowl                             + 221  
 
 
Three glazed redware shards which 
conjoin to form the bottom of an open 
bowl. The base has two scars from 
pads of clay (kiln furniture) adhering 
to the base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 279)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
079/080 G. 30 Bowls        Various        +  
 
Thirty glazed redware, hooked rim shards from open bowls, with a number conjoining. It 
is highly likely that several of these shards are from some of the vessels (276 to 278) 
illustrated above. Not illustrated.  
 
 
 
 1
Saucer Candlesticks 
 
 (Box 11)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque sherd 
G               Glazed sherd 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 182)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Candlestick          95mm         + 135 
 
One glazed redware rim shard 
from, almost certainly, the saucer 
of a small candlestick. The rim is 
everted, and there is some evidence 
of the central candle holder. The 
glaze has traces of black iron or, 
more likely, manganese. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2009.1. 183)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Candlestick         95mm          + 136 
 
One glazed redware everted rim shard 
with evidence of a handle. This, almost 
certainly, is the saucer for a small 
candlestick.  
 1
Crocks - Large 
 
 (Box 13)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 200)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4       Crock. P 244mm        580mm        +     440mm 153 
 
Four highly fired red 
earthenware shards three 
conjoining to form the 
complete profile of a very 
large, straight sided, flat 
based, two handled crock. 
The surviving arched 
handle is approx 125mm 
long and sits c20mm 
below the hollow rounded 
rim. The almost black 
lead glaze (iron or 
manganese) covers the 
interior and various 
sections of the upper 
exterior surface.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 201)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6       Crock. P 248mm        560mm        +   390mm 154 
 
Six highly fired red 
earthenware shards 
with three conjoining 
to form the complete 
profile of a very large, 
slightly flared, flat 
based, two handled 
crock, with a trace of 
a handle scar below 
the hollow rounded 
rim. The almost black 
lead glaze (iron or 
manganese) covers 
the interior and 
various sections of the 
upper exterior 
surface.   
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 217)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6       Crock         260mm        +    166 
 
Six. well thrown, high 
fired, lead glazed 
earthenware shards 
with four, and two 
conjoining, from, 
probably, the same 
flaring vessel with a 
broad flattish rim c. 
25mm. The extremely 
even dark glaze 
covers both surfaces. I 
have no idea of the purpose of this vessel, which may have had an industrial function. 
 
 1
Industrial Vessels 
 
 (Box 13)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque sherd 
G               Glazed sherd 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
This diverse group of shards and vessels have been catalogued together as they seem to 
have been purpose made, possibly for distilling, for use in the local vitriol factory, or for 
some other unknown reason. See also Folder 4 Word File 17 for a group of, possibly, 
syrup-collecting jars.   
 
(FD 2008.1. 184)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Max Cir   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Flask. P 313mm         108mm       +   195mm 137 
 
Three internally lead glazed redware 
shards with two conjoining to form a 
large fragment of what can only be 
described as ‘a pear shaped flask with a 
slightly everted lip’.  
The purpose of this industrial vessel is 
not known, as it does not have the inward 
sloping walls which are the defining 
characteristics of a cucurbit. The clay 
used to produce this vessel is much 
coarser that the rest of the Morison 
Haven assemblage. A kiln scar on the 
exterior is due to glaze adhering from 
another vessel which touched the flask in 
the kiln.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 185)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Disk. P 19mm            135mm    + 138 a & b 
 
One, almost complete, glazed redware 
disk of clay which was fired on its side, 
and to which a pad of clay (kiln 
furniture) is still attached: The glaze, 
which is partly reduced, has run in the 
kiln and taken a piece out of the rim 
when broken free. The disk, or stand, 
has a flattish base, rounded rim and 
dished upper surface with a slightly 
raised centre. I have no idea what this 
stand was used for as almost certainly 
it is too thick and heavy for a domestic 
teapot.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (FD 2008.1. 186)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia  E     +    Rim Dia I  Illus 
078/080 G.1  ?            29mm         +     20mm 139 
 
One overfired (almost to 
stoneware) redware shard 
in the form of a neck or 
tube which may be part of 
something like a flask or an 
alembic which sagged in 
the kiln: The tube, which 
was fired vertically, has a 
very dark glaze on the 
exterior, and this has run 
towards the expanded end in the interior.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 187)    
Context Shards Form Length      Rim Dia  E     +    Rim Dia I  Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Spout? 9omm         26mm          +       12mm 140 
 
One, turned, redware T- shaped 
hollow handle, or spigot, which has 
been attached by the flat end to a 
glazed vessel of unknown function. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 188)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 1 Stopper 53mm         41mm         +     30mm  141 
 
One T- shaped, overfired (almost to stoneware), 
redware stopper of a type thought to be used for acid 
containers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
 
Jars/Jugs 1 - (See Jars/Jugs 2)  
 
 (Boxes 15 & 20)   
 
Box 15 (320a – 329) Box 20 (330) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
Due to time constraints, and despite the huge amount of time expended on this group, it 
has not been possible to work this assemblage of undecorated shards fully. Consequently, 
we have a large number of partly restored vessels, almost certainly in a number of forms. 
To make it easier to sort out these vessels at a future date, most of the single body, rim, 
handle and base shards have been given the same number.   
 
In a bid to sort out the vessels further, this file (Jars/Jugs 1) contains all the slightly 
darker vessels, while file (Jars/Jugs 2) holds all the lighter coloured examples.   
 
(FD 2008.1. 320a)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11 Jar                               +     124mm 255 
 
Eleven glazed red earthenware 
shards with nine conjoining to 
form a large fragment from the 
bottom of a rounded jar with a 
splayed foot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 321)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     100mm 255a 
 
Two glazed red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to form a 
large fragment from the bottom 
of a rounded jar with a slightly 
splayed foot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 322)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     125mm  
Two glazed red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a 
rounded jar with a slightly splayed foot. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 323)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4 Jar                               +     117mm  
Four glazed red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a 
rounded jar with a slightly splayed foot. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 324)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Jar                               +     90mm  
Five glazed red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a 
rounded jar with a slightly splayed foot. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 325)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     73mm  
 
Two glazed red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a 
rounded jar with a slightly splayed foot. 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 326)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     80mm 256 
 
Two glazed red earthenware shards 
conjoining to form a fragment from 
the bottom of a rounded jar with a 
slightly splayed foot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 327)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Jar                               +     64mm 257 
 
One glazed red earthenware shard, the 
base of a small rounded jar with a 
slightly splayed foot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 328)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Jar                               +     64mm 258 
 
One glazed red earthenware shard, the base of a 
small jar with a slightly splayed foot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 329)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Jar                               +     53mm 259 
 
One glazed red earthenware shard, the base 
of a small jar with a slightly splayed foot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 330)    
Context Shards Form Height Base Diameters Illus 
078/080 G. 52 Jar s   Various  
Fifty two glazed redware shards from the bases of, probably, between thirty and forty 
vessels in a number of different sizes. Although a lot of time was spent on this group by 
the N.M.S. volunteers, only six pairs of shards, and three groups of three shards, were 
found to conjoin. Not illustrated.  
 
 
 5
(FD 2008.1. 330)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 673 Jar s                               +                  
Six hundred and seventy three glazed redware body and flat base shards from a very large 
number of vessels in various sizes. Not illustrated.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 330)    
Context Shards Form Height Handles Illus 
078/080 G. Jar s           12mm – 28mm broad 260 
 
Sixty six dark glazed 
red earthenware 
extruded strap 
handles, and handle 
shards, in various 
sizes are from a 
number of differently 
shaped vessels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 330)    
Context Shards Form Height Rim Diameters Illus 
078/080 G. 67 Jar s   70mm  - 200mm       261 
 
Sixty seven rim shards with three threes, 
and four toos conjoining from a number 
of vessels in a number of forms. The 
rims vary from c.70mm to c. 200 mm in 
diameter. A range of rim forms is 
illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Jars/Jugs 2 - (See Jars/Jugs 1)  
 
 (Box 16 & 17)  
 
Boxes 16 (331-343) Box 17 (344-348) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
Due to time constraints, and despite the huge amount of time expended on this group, it 
has not been possible to work this assemblage of undecorated shards fully. Consequently, 
we have a large number of partly restored vessels, almost certainly in a number of forms. 
To make it easier to sort out these vessels at a future date, most of the single body, rim, 
handle and base shards have been given the same number.    
 
In a bid to sort out the vessels, this file (Jars/Jugs 2)contains all the lighter coloured 
examples while file (Jars/Jugs 2) holds all the slightly darker vessels:  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 331)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 6 Jar. P 110mm         145mm       +     95mm 262 
 
Six red earthenware shards 
conjoining to form a large 
fragment of a thinly thrown jar 
with a hooked rim: there is no 
evidence of a handle. The vessel 
has been glazed on both surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
 2
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 332)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 25 Handled/jar. P   135mm      220mm          +    140mm  263 
 
Twenty five red 
earthenware shards 
with twenty two 
conjoining to form a 
large fragment of a 
thinly thrown jar of 
chamberpot form, 
with an everted, 
hooked, rim: Part of a 
strap handle survives. 
The vessel has been 
glazed internally, and 
glaze, which has run, 
covers the upper three 
quarters of the 
exterior.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 333)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11 Jar. S. P  105mm           70mm        +     80mm 264 
 
Eleven red earthenware shards conjoining to 
form a fragment of a small, thinly thrown, 
globular jar with a flat everted rim, and no 
evidence of a handle. Both surfaces have been 
glazed. Although the three rim shards conjoin 
with the body, it was not possible to photograph 
the fragments together.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 3
(FD 2008.1. 334)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Handled/jar. P  120mm          220mm?     +     125mm 265 
 
Nine red earthenware shards 
conjoining to form a large 
fragment of a thrown jar of 
chamberpot form, with an 
everted hooked rim. Evidence 
of a handle survives. The 
vessel has been glazed both 
internally and externally, and a 
large firing crack runs through 
it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 335)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Jar.  S                              +     65mm  
One red earthenware base from a small jar glazed internally and to within 25mm of the 
exterior base. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 336)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Jar                               +     95mm  
Three red earthenware base shards conjoining to form the bottom of a jar glazed 
internally, and to within 30mm of the exterior base. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 337)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 4  Jar. S                              +     80mm  
Four red earthenware shards conjoining to form the bottom of a small jar glazed 
internally and externally. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 338)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Jar                               +     90mm  
Four red earthenware shards conjoining to form the bottom of a jar glazed internally and 
externally to within c.30mm of its base. Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 339)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Jar                               +     97mm  
Four red earthenware shards conjoining to form the bottom of a small jar glazed 
internally and externally to within c.30mm of its base. Not illustrated. 
 3
 4
(FD 2008.1. 340)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     120mm  
Two red earthenware shards conjoining to form the bottom of a jar glazed internally and 
externally. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 341)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     107mm  
Two red earthenware shards conjoining to form the bottom of a jar glazed internally and 
externally, and to within c. 30mm of the exterior base. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 342)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 5 Handled Jar?                              +     113mm  
Five red earthenware shards conjoining to form part of the base of a jar glazed internally 
and externally. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 343)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 9 Handled Jar                               +     85mm  
Nine red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment of a handled jar glazed 
internally and externally: The strap handle is 18mm broad. Not illustrated.  
 
(FD 2008.1. 344)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jar                               +     118mm  
Two red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a jar 
glazed internally and externally. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 345    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3  Jar                              +     110mm  
Three red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a jar 
glazed internally and externally. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 346)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2  Jar                              +     136mm  
Two red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a jar 
glazed internally and externally. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 347)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Jar                              +     148mm  
Three red earthenware shards conjoining to form a fragment from the bottom of a jar 
glazed internally and externally. Not illustrated. 
 
 
 
 4
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(FD 2008.1. 347a)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 13 Handled Jar                              +     120mm  
Thirteen red earthenware shards with six, and three pairs, all conjoining to form 
fragments which look as if they are from the same vessel. The strap handle is 21mm 
wide. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 348)    
Context Shards Form Height             Base Diameters  Illus 
078/080 G. 33 Jars         Various  c. 70 to 130mm      
Thirty three, flat based, red earthenware basal angle shards with four, three, and six two’s 
conjoining from a large number of vessels. All the vessels have been glazed on both the 
exterior and interior surfaces. Not illustrated.     
 
(FD 2008.1. 348)    
Context Shards Form Height         Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 190 Jars           
One hundred and ninety red earthenware body shards with two fours conjoining, from a 
large number of vessels. All the shards, except for a few from flat bases, have been 
glazed on both the exterior and interior surfaces: several have handle scars. Not 
illustrated.     
 
(FD 2008.1. 348)    
Context Shards Form Height Rim Diameters Illus 
078/080 G. 83 Jars   70mm to 210mm  
Eighty three red earthenware rim shards with three, and three two’s, conjoining from a 
large number of vessels in a large range of forms. All the shards been glazed on both the 
exterior and interior surfaces. Not illustrated.     
 
(FD 2008.1. 348)    
Context Shards Form Height Handles Illus 
078/080 G.  Jars   15mm to 40mm  broad  
Forty three glazed red earthenware handle shards, with two conjoining, from a large 
number of vessels, in various sizes. Not illustrated.     
 
 
 
 1
Oil Lamps 
 
 (Box 11)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
There appear to be two different types of small, handled, oil lamps in the Morrison’s 
Haven assemblage. What I term (type 1) page 1, has an attached dish under the spout to 
catch drips, and (type 2) page 4, has none.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 176)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Lamp Type 1 73mm        48mm          +    62mm 129 
 
This glazed redware body of 
a (type 1) oil lamp has two 
handle scars, a spout scar, 
and a scar from the drip tray. 
The interior and exterior are  
coated with a lead glaze, but  
the exterior glaze above the 
base is uneven . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 177)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Lamp type 1                              +    167mm 130  
 
Two glazed redware shards 
which conjoin to from the 
lower body fragment of a 
small (type 1) oil lamp with a 
handle, spout and scar from a 
drip tray:  
The interior and exterior are 
coated with a lead glaze, 
except for an unevenly glazed 
area above the exterior base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 178)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Lamp type 1   131 
 
One glazed redware body 
shard from a (type 1) oil 
lamp with a handle and 
spout and a drip tray scar. 
The interior and exterior 
are coated with a lead 
glaze, except for an 
unevenly glazed area above 
the exterior base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
(FD 2008.1. 179)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Lamp type 1   132 a & b 
 
Two lead glazed redware shards from 
two (type 1) oil lamps: 132a is part of 
a drip tray, and 132b is part of a spout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 180)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Lamp type 2   133 
 
One redware shard from the 
lower body of a small (type 
2) oil lamp, with a 
complete spout, and with a 
handle scar.  
The interior and exterior 
are coated with a lead 
glaze, except for an 
unevenly glazed area above 
the exterior base. 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 181)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Lamp type 2   134 
 
One overfired redware shard from the 
lower body of a small (type 2) oil lamp 
with the spout incomplete.  
The interior and exterior are coated 
with a lead glaze, except for an 
unevenly glazed area above the 
exterior base. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Storage Jars - Large 
 
 (Box 18)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 202)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 11       Storage Jar        240-340mm  +    155 
 
Eleven red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to 
form a large rim and 
upper body fragment 
from a substantial two 
handled storage jar, 
lead glazed on the 
interior and exterior. 
Two incised horizontal 
lines run 34mm below 
the rim. A run of white 
slip on both surfaces 
starts at the rim: almost 
certainly this slip 
dripped from another 
vessel in the kiln. The 
surviving horizontal 
strap handle is attached 
just below the rim, and is 140mm long and 36mm wide at maximum. This vessel is a 
squashed waster. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 203)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2       Storage Jar             360mm    +    156 
 
Two lead glazed redware shards conjoin to 
form a rim and body of a storage jar with a 
horizontal strap handle. The handle is 
32mm broad at the centre and c.145mm 
long. The vessel has been decorated with 
two incised bands, 32mm below the 
squared rim     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 204)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3       Storage Jar         245mm        +    157 
 
Three glazed red earthenware 
rim shards with two 
conjoining from a storage jar. 
The vessel has been 
decorated with one incised 
band 29mm below the, 
almost rounded, rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 205)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3       Storage Jar            320mm    +    158 
 
Three glazed red earthenware rim 
and body shards with two 
conjoining from a storage jar. The 
vessel has been decorated with one 
incised band 30mm below the 
squared rim. 
 
 
 
 
 3
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 206)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G.4        Storage Jar           250mm     +    159 
 
Four red earthenware 
shards which conjoin to 
form the rounded rim and 
upper body fragment from 
a small, two handled, 
storage jar, lead glazed on 
both the interior and 
exterior surfaces. The 
horizontal strap handle is 
12 mm below the rim, and 
measures 30mm wide and 
115mm long. The jar is 
decorated with two incised 
lines, one 28mm below the 
rim, and the other, 47mm 
below the rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 207)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2       Storage Jar          220mm       +    160 
 
Two lead glazed redware rim shards 
conjoining to form a fragment of a 
storage jar decorated with a horizontal 
incised line 34mm below the rounded 
rim, and a handle scar 52 mm below 
the rim.     
 
 
 
 
 4
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 208)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3       Storage Jar           
Three large, thick, red earthenware body shards which conjoin to form a large fragment 
of a storage jar: not illustrated: 
 
 
 
 
 1
Dipped Banded & Rouletted 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
John Adeney, an Australian ceramic researcher has been compiling a catalogue of all 
rouletted decoration on British pottery A draft of his work, to-date, was sold at the 2008 
conference of the Northern Ceramic Society at Chester. My comments have been taken 
from this work.   
 
(FD 2008.1. 248)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
103 G. 5 Cream Jug 85mm         45mm         +    46mm  195 
 
Five glazed white earthenware shards 
conjoining to form a fragment of a small 
cream jug decorated with five bands of 
brown, and light blue slip, and below the 
rim with a band of rouletting. Bisque 
shards with what appears to be this form 
of rouletted decoration, were recovered 
from archaeological excavations at the 
Newbigging pottery of William Reid 
(Haggarty 2005).  
This small jug demonstrates the 
manufacturing and decorative sequence 
as the banding, rouletting, and piercing 
were all carried out prior to the luting on  
the spout. This is recorded in Adeney, 
but is noted in his erratum and 
addendum as requiring to be re-drawn.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 249)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 B. 2         130mm         +     196 a &  
 
Two bisque earthenware shards 
conjoining to form a rim fragment 
from a bowl decorated with bands of 
coloured slip, and a band of 
rouletting below the rim, see close-
up of rouletting (illus 196b). I cannot 
ascertain whether the runner has 
gone around the pot twice, so it is 
difficult to categorise the style of 
rouletting, or to tell if it has been  
       catalogued by Adeney: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 250)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 G.           200mm        +     197 a & b 
 
Four pearlware shards all most certainly from 
the same number of London shaped bowls, 
decorated with bands of coloured slip, and 
bands of rouletting below the rims, and above 
the carinated bases. The rouletting on all the 
shards is in the form of bands of single beads 
lying at an angle.  
. I am not aware of this form of rouletting 
having been recorded by John Adeney in his 
provisional list of “Rouletted Decoration on 
British pottery”. This type of rouletting can 
almost certainly be attributed to George 
Gordon’s pottery. See close-up of rouletting 
(illus 197b) below. 
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(FD 2008.1. 251)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP6 G. 1 Bowl                             +     198 
 
One badly abraded, glazed, carinated 
body shard decorated with brown 
banding and a row of rouletting. I am 
not aware of this form of rouletting 
having been recorded by John 
Adeney in his provisional list of 
“Rouletted Decoration on British 
pottery”. Although only one example 
was found, this type of rouletting can 
almost certainly be attributed to 
George Gordon’s pottery. See close-
up of rouletting (illus 197b) below. 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 252)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 G. 5 Bowls                             +     199 a & b 
 
Five pearlware shards with 
three conjoining, from two, or 
three, London shaped bowls, 
decorated with bands of 
coloured slip, and bands of 
rouletting below the rims and 
above the carinated bases. All 
the rouletting is in the form of 
narrow bands of small, single, 
spaced beads with very narrow 
margins. See close-up of 
rouletting (illus 199b) below. 
All the Scottish potteries, West 
Pans (Haggarty 2006), 
Newbigging (Haggarty, 2005), 
and Verreville (Haggarty, 
2007a), that I have catalogued 
to date, have used the simple, 
spaced, bead rouletting which 
is Adeney’s type 285.  
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 253)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Unstratified G.          160mm         +     200 a & b 
One pearlglazed rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with black, and buff coloured, 
banding and a band of rouletting below the 
rim, see (illus 200b) for a close up. This 
appears to be Adeney’s type 288, 
Herringbone, paired, depressed. This form 
of rouletting was found on shards 
recovered from the excavations carried out 
at the Newbigging pottery (Haggarty, 
2005), and from the excavations of the 
Verreville pottery in Glasgow (Haggarty, 
2007a). We must be cautious in attributing 
this rouletted design to the George Gordon 
pottery, based only on one unstratified 
shard.       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 254)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 2 Bowls                              +     201 
 
Two pearlglazed body shards, 
probably from the same bowl, 
decorated with almost black, and 
light blue, banding, and a band of 
lattice rouletting above the 
carination. This is possibly 
similar to Adeney’s type 247, 
shards of which were recovered 
at Burslem Market place.  
 
 
 
 
 5
(FD 2008.1. 255)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 2 Bowls                              +     202 a & b 
 
One pearlglazed body shard from a bowl 
decorated with almost black, and pale 
blue, banding, and two bands of 
rouletting. This form of simple rouletted 
decoration, see (illus 202b), is Adeney’s 
type 280, Lines Vertical, Wide which 
was found on shards recovered from 
Newbigging, Musselburgh (Haggarty 
2005), Portobello (Haggarty, 2008), and 
Verreville (Haggarty, 2007a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 256)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 1 Mug         100mm        +     203  
 
One pearlware body shard 
decorated with bands in various 
shades of brown, and a row of 
rouletting.  I am not aware of this 
form of rouletting having been 
recorded by John Adeney in his 
provisional list of “Rouletted 
Decoration on British pottery”. 
and although we have only one 
example it can probably be 
attributed to George Gordon’s 
pottery. 
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(FD 2008.1. 256a)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 G. 1 Bowl            160mm    +     203a  
 
One, pearlware body 
shard decorated with 
bands of buff, almost 
black, and light blue, 
above and below a band 
of rouletting. I am not 
aware of this form of 
rouletting (looks like my 
mother’s knitting), see 
(illus 203b), having been 
recorded by John Adeney 
in his provisional list of 
“Rouletted Decoration on 
British pottery”: although 
we have only one 
example, this can probably be attributed to George Gordon’s pottery. 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 257)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 G. 4 Bowls & Mugs                             +     204  
 
Four pearlware shards 
from jugs and bowls, 
decorated with bands of 
coloured slip.  
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(FD 2008.1. 258)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 B. 2 Bowl           160mm      +     205  
 
Two white earthenware bisque shards 
from a bowl decorated with two light 
brown bands and a dipped fan in various 
shades of brown. Shards of this type of 
brown dipped fan decoration have been 
recovered from most excavated pottery 
sites. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 259)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 4 B. 1 Bowl           140mm      +     206  
 
One monochrome rim shard from a 
bowl, decorated in yellow, and also 
decorated with horizontal lathe cut 
banding.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8
(FD 2008.1. 260)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 B. 1 Bowl           140mm      +     207  
 
One green monochrome body shard from a 
carinated London shaped bowl. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 261)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 1 B. 1 Bowl           140mm      +     208  
 
One green monochrome rim shard from a very small 
moulded vessel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 290)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
111 B. 1 Bowl                             +     90mm 228  
 
One bisque white earthenware shard from the 
base of a bowl, decorated with lathe cutting 
and banding in dark brown and light blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Hand Painted 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 262)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Trench 4 G. 4 Bowls         160mm        +     209  
 
Four glazed white 
earthenware rim shards, all 
from bowls decorated with 
hand painting in ubiquitous 
style. The colours used are 
green, blue, yellow, black, 
and a reddish mauve. As is 
common on these bowls, all 
the shards are decorated with 
a black painted horizontal 
band below the interior rim. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 263)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
104 G. 1 Bowl                             +    104mm 210  
 
One base shard from a glazed 
white earthenware bowl, decorated 
with a spray of overfired burnt 
green leaves, and a fine brown 
stem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 291)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Flue infill G. 1 Bowl                             +     229  
 
One glazed white earthenware body shard from a 
bowl decorated with hand painting in ubiquitous 
style. The colours used were green, blue, black, and a 
reddish mauve. As is common on these bowls this 
shard is decorated with a painted horizontal band on 
the interior.  
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(FD 2008.1. 292)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
112 G. 1 Bowl                             +   67mm  230  
 
One base shard from a glazed white 
earthenware bowl decorated with a spray 
of green leaves, a fine brown stem, and 
maroon petals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Sponge Printed 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 264)   Trench 1 
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
103 G. 4 Saucer           140mm      +     211  
 
Four conjoining white earthenware shards from a 
saucer decorated with a brown, cut sponge, border 
of quasi crosses, and part of a three colour pattern 
in blue green and red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 289)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
111 G. 1 Bowl                             +     227  
 
One small glazed whiteware rim shard from a 
bowl decorated with grey cut sponging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
 1
Transfer Printed Wares 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 236)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
148 G. 10 Plate                             +   c. 155mm   183 a & B 
 
Ten pearlware shards with 
eight, and two, conjoining to 
form fragments of an 
underglaze blue and white 
transfer printed plate with a 
dished rim. The busy print 
shows a crane, and what 
appears to be a chick within a 
romantic floral and Chinese 
inspired landscape. The 
obverse of the plate is 
marked with a blue and white 
backstamp “Chinese Crane”. 
One can never be if one 
glazed vessel from a kiln site 
indicates that it  was 
produced there, but the 
recovery of a single shard 
from another plate with the same blue and white 
design, only with more detail, (see illus 184 
below), adds weight to this being a George 
Gordon product. I can find no published example 
of this print which might suggest that it is a 
hitherto unrecorded pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 237)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
148 G. 1 Plate                             +    184 
 
One small pearlware body shard from what appears 
to be a plate, decorated with the same blue and 
white transfer print “Chinese Crane”, see (illus 
183) above.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 238)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
103 G. 4 Saucer            240mm   +    185 
 
Four pearlware shards which 
conjoin to form a fragment of a red 
transfer printed saucer. The border 
print shows a vignette with an urn 
and a small stylized boat under 
sail. Not enough of the central print 
survived to decipher the subject. 
One can never be sure that the one 
glazed vessel from a kiln site was 
produced on that site, but the recovery of a number of other shards with the same boat 
both in black, and in green (see illus 186 & 187 below), adds weight to this saucer being 
a George Gordon product. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 239)    
Context Shards Form Height   Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
103 G. 1 Cup/Small bowl?                        +    50mm 186 
 
One pearlware base shard from a cup, or small bowl, 
decorated with a small black transfer print of a 
stylized boat under sail, see (illus 185) above and 
(illus 187 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3
(FD 2008.1. 240)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
103 G.  Tureen                             +    187 
 
One pearlware rim shard from a moulded 
tureen, decorated with a green transfer print 
showing a stylized boat under sail, and a small 
urn, both within a vignette, see (illus 185 & 
186) above.  
It is just possible to make out a band of 
moulded decoration in the illustration. 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 241)    
Context Shards Form Height   Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
112 G. 1 Cup/Small bowl?                         +   49mm 188 
 
One pearlware base shard from a cup, 
or small bowl, with a developed 
footrim, decorated on the interior with 
a blue and white transfer print of what 
appears to be a servant serving tea on a 
small square topped table to a seated 
couple. The romantic period interior 
looks vaguely Arabic in style.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 242)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP2 G. 2           80mm?      +    189 a & b 
 
Two pearlware rim shards 
which conjoin to form a 
fragment of a red transfer 
printed cup of London shape. 
The exterior is covered with 
a red transfer printed sheet 
print of small open dots and 
flowers, while the interior is 
decorated with a broad 
border in similar style.  
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 243)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 3 Plates. P 27mm                            +    190 
 
Three thick, late pearlware, rim shards, 
at least one from a soup plate: all have a 
moulded, beaded, border and are 
decorated with a known George Gordon 
blue and white leaf and flower border 
transfer print. This print has been 
recorded with the central “Lady of the 
Lake” transfer printed pattern.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 244)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 G. 2 Cup &                              +    191 A & b 
One pearlware rim shard from a cup with a large everted 
rim, decorated on the exterior and interior with blue and 
white transfer printed patterns. Shards in this design have 
been recovered, along with other George Gordon pottery, 
from a ceramic dump under the late Belfield pottery at 
nearby Cuttle. Publication of this material will be on a CD 
Rom for future distribution by the Northern Ceramic 
Society. See the saucer below (illus 192). 
  
 
(FD 2008.1. 245)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
148 G.   Saucer                             +    192  
One pearlware rim shard from a saucer 
interior with blue and white transfer prints. 
The interior shows a romantic Chinoiserie 
inspired design, while the border is of 
spaced flowers filled with small dots with 
ears: there is a slight trace of a blue 
backstamp, and an impressed mark on the 
base. Shards with this border design have 
been recovered along with other George 
Gordon pottery, from a ceramic dump 
under the late Belfield pottery at nearby 
Cuttle.  Publication of this material will be 
on a CD Rom for future distribution by the 
Northern Ceramic Society. See the cup 
shard above (illus 191). (This is possibly 
         a variation of the common Gondola pattern) 
 5
(FD 2008.1. 246)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia      +    Base Dia   Illus 
105 G. 1 Bowl                            +     68mm 193 
 
Two conjoining late 
pearlware shards from the 
base of a small carinated 
bowl with a developed 
footrim with traces of an 
exterior and interior blue 
transfer printed border, 
similar to the surviving 
fragment of the one on the 
interior.   
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 247)    
Context Shards Forms Height Rim Dia +   Base Dia   Illus 
148 G. 5 Cups/Saucers & Bowls                             194 
 
Five glazed white earthenware 
shards, all from different vessels, 
and all decorated with blue and 
white transfer prints.  
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(FD 2008.1. 295)    
Context Shards Forms Height Rim Dia +   Base Dia   Illus 
112 G. 1 Bowl?                   +    233 a & b 
 
One small 
glazed 
whiteware body 
shard, decorated 
with red transfer 
printing on both 
surfaces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 296)    
Context Shards Forms Height Rim Dia +   Base Dia   Illus 
111 G. 1 Plate                   +    234 
 
One small glazed whiteware body shard decorated with 
a blue and white transfer print; a variation of the 
standard willow pattern. 
 1
Undecorated Creamware  
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 280)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Teapot                              +       222 
 
One plain, creamware, moulded teapot 
spout is still attached to the body, and has 
fifteen hand pierced strainer holes. 
Twelve of these are in a pointed oval 
shape; the central three form a  
semi-vertical line.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 281)   
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 ?                              +       223 
 
One creamware shard from the bottom of a 
small rounded vessel which perceptibly narrows  
above the waist: this might suggest that it was a 
small creamer.    
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 282)  
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Mug?                              +        
One thinly thrown creamware body shard from an open vessel, possibly a mug. Not 
illustrated. 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 283)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 3 Bird?                              +       224a 
 
Three creamware shards which conjoin to form 
a fragment of what could be a hollow bird 
(toy), or perhaps the front part of a whistle.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 1
White Salt Glazed Stoneware 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 234)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 2 Jug?          90mm         +       182 
  
Two, very thinly thrown, white salt 
glazed shards, one rim, and one 
body, probably both from a jug. 
This was decorated with two 
horizontal lathe cut bands below the 
rim, and with a minimum of six, 
spaced, lathe cut bands around the 
body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
 
(FD 2008.1. 235)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
078/080 G. 1 Jar         110mm        +       183 
 
One, very thinly 
thrown, white salt 
glazed rim shard, 
almost certainly 
from a straight sided 
jar, decorated with 
two horizontal lathe 
cut bands below the 
rim. 
 
 1
Undecorated Whiteware 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 265)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 B. 6 Chamber pot        250mm         +    138mm 212  
 
Six bisque white 
earthenware shards with 
three conjoining: all may 
come from a single 
chamber pot.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2
(FD 2008.1. 266)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 B. 1 Bowl                              +     78mm  
One bisque white earthenware base from a bowl with a straight footrim 16mm deep. Not 
illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 267)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 1 Bowl                              +     68mm  
One glazed white earthenware base from a London shaped bowl with a developed 
footrim. Not illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 268)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 1 G. 1 Bowl                              +     85mm  
One glazed white earthenware base from a London shaped bowl with a developed 
footrim. Not illustrated  
 
(FD 2008.1. 269)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 4 B. 1 Jug         95mm          +       
One bisque white earthenware rim shard from a jug with a 30mm high neck. Not 
illustrated. 
 
(FD 2008.1. 270)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 4 G. 10 Coffee Can                              +     59mm 213 
 
Ten conjoining, glazed white 
earthenware shards from a small 
canister shaped coffee can which has 
split along the stress lines created when 
the vessel was thrown. 
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(FD 2008.1. 271)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 B. 6 Soup Plates 36mm          260mm      +    140mm    214 a & b 
 
Five bisque white earthenware 
shards with two, and two, 
conjoining, are from what might be 
two soup plates, moulded with a 
variant of the ubiquitous shell edge 
design. See detail (illus 214b)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 272)    
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
TP 6 B. 1 Plates                              +        215 
 
One bisque white earthenware shard from 
a wavy edge plate moulded with a variant 
of the ubiquitous shell edge design.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4
(FD 2008.1. 288)   (Slot at E of 105) 
Context Shards Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Slot  E of 105 B. 1 Plate                              +         
One bisque white earthenware shard from a wavy edge plate with beading. Not illustrated 
Pan Rings 
 
 (Box 23)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
 
 
 
Fifteen small fragments of Pan Rings from context 078/080 were discarded: all of these 
seem to have been similar in size to (FD 2008. 1. 300-303).  
 
Pan rings are normally associated with the firing of utilitarian redware, mainly flanged 
bowls with flat bases and sloping side. David Barker suggests that these spacers (1998), 
or pan rings, as I prefer to call them, were used in saggars as seen in the illustration 
below. However, this is almost certainly not correct, as it would have been imposable to 
pile up the saggars unless they were only half filled. 
. Evidence from the Scottish examples show that the bowls were, in fact, fired with the 
interior face upwards. A photograph shows pan rings being used to stack pancheons 
(large bowls) in the kiln at Soil Hill as late as 1964 (McGarva 1999, 103).  Stacked four 
on four, these spacers bridge the spacers below, leaving room for the heat to circulate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After Barker (1998) 
 
 
 
A number of Scottish kiln sites such as West Pans (Haggarty 2006, Folder 10 word File 
2), have now produced collections of these spacers, but by far the best published group is 
from the excavations at a redware kiln site in Coupar (Martin & Martin 1996, 36). This 
work clearly shows the large range of sizes (in centimetres) used on the site. Most of the 
Morrison’s Haven examples are of a similar size, and all have had the entire end trimmed 
at an angle: this, it has been suggested, assisted the flow of gases around the saggars.  
 
After Martin & 
Martin 1996 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 300)    
Context Form Height Upper Width Base Width Illus 
078/080 Pan Ring 50mm 26mm               62mm 238 
 
One glazed Pan Ring in a very 
coarse fabric. Right hand end is 
cut with a chamfered edge on the 
seating, while the other end is 
rough but shows signs of glazing. 
Outer circumference is c.370mm. 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 301)    
Context Form Height Upper Width Base Width Illus 
078/080 Pan Ring 50mm 26mm               62mm 239 
 
One Pan Ring in a very 
coarse fabric with traces of 
glazing: Left hand end is cut 
with a chamfered edge on the 
seating, while the other end is 
rough. Outer circumference is 
c.370mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 302)    
Context Form Height Upper Width Base Width Illus 
078/080 Pan Ring 50mm 26mm               62mm 240 
 
One Pan Ring in a very 
coarse fabric, with traces of 
glazing: Right hand end cut 
with a chamfered edge on 
the seating while the other 
end is rough. Outer 
circumference is c. 370mm 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 303)    
Context Form Height Upper Width Base Width Illus 
078/080 Pan Ring 50mm 26mm               62mm 241 
 
One Pan Ring in a 
very coarse fabric 
with traces of 
glazing: Right 
hand end is cut 
with a chamfered 
edge on the 
seating while the 
other end is rough. 
Outer 
circumference is 
c. 370mm 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 304)    
Context Form Height Upper Width Base Width Illus 
078/080 Pan Ring 42mm 20mm               41mm 242 
 
One Pan Ring in a very 
coarse fabric, with traces of 
glazing: Right hand end is cut 
with a chamfered edge on the 
seating while the other end is 
rough. Outer circumference is 
37mm 
Redware Kiln Structure 
 
 (Box 23)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 305)    
Context No Form Height      Breadth   +    Length  Illus 
078/080 1 Tile 55mm     225mm     +    210mm 243 
 
One badly overfired tile 
fragment from the floor 
of a redware kiln. The 
unrefined red, (almost 
certainly local fabric), has 
been tempered with what 
looks like white 
sandstone, or possibly 
white grog. What appears 
to be a red earthenware 
bowl has collapsed, and 
almost melted, on the kiln 
floor.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 306)    
Context No Form Height      Breadth   +    Length  Illus 
104 1 Brick 55mm       96mm     +    143mm 244 
 
One white brick from the wall of 
a kiln, tempered with white 
sandstone and unidentified black 
inclusions. One surface is very 
thickly covered with glaze.   
Redware Kiln Furniture 
 
 (Box )   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 316)    
Context No Form Height             Length Illus 
078/080 1 Packing Piece 35mm           122mm 252 a & b 
 
One redware packing 
piece with the potter’s 
finger marks impressed 
into the clay: marks of 
the rims of two vessels.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saggars 
 
 (Box 23, 24 & 25)   
 
Box 23 (307 Box 24 (308 -310) Box 25 (311-315) 
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 307)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 5 Saggar. P 154mm                      400mm         245 
 
Five shards which 
appear to be from the 
same saggar, and with a 
base shard and side 
shard conjoing: The red 
fabric has been 
tempered with angular 
chips of red and white 
sandstone. A rounded 
notch has been cut out 
of the top of the saggar 
(22mm thick) to 
facilitate separating the 
saggars after firing, 
using a metal pole. This 
is more commonly 
thought to be associated 
with salt glaze firing. A 
round hole cut through the wall of the saggar, and level with the interior, is 60mm in 
diameter. A small rim shard attached to the interior base has three bands of white slip 
decoration.  
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 308)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 3 Saggars. P c. 72 - 85mm           300, 310 & 370mm     246 
  
Three large shards from three 
different saggars, all about the 
same height: The red fabric has 
been tempered with very large 
lumps of red and white 
sandstone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 309)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 2 Saggars. P 117mm                        400mm 247 
 
Two conjoining shards 
from a saggar: The red 
fabric has been 
tempered with angular 
chips of red and white 
sandstone. A rounded 
notch has been cut out 
of the top of the saggar 
(22mm thick) to 
facilitate separating the saggars after firing, using a metal pole. This is thought to be more 
commonly associated with salt glaze firing. A round hole cut through the saggar wall is 
level with the interior c. 40mm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 310)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 2 Saggar                       370mm  
Two conjoining shards from the base of a saggar: The red fabric has been tempered with 
angular chips of red sandstone: A few sparse inclusions of white sandstone are also 
present. Not illustrated 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 311)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 1 Saggar. P 102mm                      450mm 248 
 
Approximately one 
third of a saggar in a 
red fabric tempered 
with chips of white, 
and red, sandstone. 
One of the red 
sandstone chips is 
33mm in length. A 
rounded notch has 
been cut out of the top 
of the saggar (23mm 
thick) to facilitate separating the saggars after firing, using a metal pole. This is thought 
to be more commonly associated with salt glaze firing. A hole, c.20 mm, cut through the 
wall, is just above the interior floor.  
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 312)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 4 Saggar. P 132mm                      470mm 249 
   
Four shards which 
conjoin to form a 
large fragment of a 
saggar in a red fabric 
tempered with angular 
chips, mainly red 
sandstone with a few 
white. A rounded 
notch has been cut out 
of the top of the 
saggar (21mm thick). 
This is thought to be more commonly associated with salt glaze firing. A hole (44mm), 
cut through the wall, is level with the interior  
 
(FD 2008.1. 313)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 1 Saggar. P 105mm                      370mm 250 
 
One large shard from a 
saggar in a red fabric 
tempered with bits of white 
and red sandstone.  The 
side of the saggar is 21mm 
thick and has an irregular 
hole, c. 23mm cut out of it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 314)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
078/080 1 Saggar. P 132mm                      290mm 251 
 
One large shard from a 
saggar, c.16mm thick, in 
a red fabric tempered 
with bits of white and red 
sandstone.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 315)    
Context Shards Form Height             External Diameter Illus 
111 4 Saggar 137mm                      370mm  
Three conjoining saggar wall shards and one base shard, probably from the same saggar. 
This sagger has a whiter body, and has been tempered with white sandstone and what 
seems to be white earthenware grog. A round hole, c43mm in diameter, has been cut 
through the saggar wall. Not illustrated.  
Whiteware Kiln Furniture 
 
 (Box 19)   
 
KEY 
 
B               Bisque shard 
G               Glazed shard 
P               Complete profile 
L                                       Large 
S                                        Small 
FD 2008.1.1                     Museum acquisition number 
.  
 
 
 
Kiln furniture from production sites is, as one would expect, extremely common, and as 
very few whiteware examples (as whiteware shards) were recovered it indicates that the 
whiteware dumps are elsewhere. A large group of these types from an excavation at West 
Pans, a production site about half a mile away, has been published (Haggarty 2006}.   
 
(FD 2008.1. 318)    
Context No Form Height       Rim Dia       +    Base Dia   Illus 
Test Pit 2 4 Cockspurs. P  c. 20mm                             +       254 
 
Four small handmade whiteware 
cockspurs, or (hens’ taes) as they 
were known in Scotland 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(FD 2008.1. 319)    
Context No Form Length  Size Illus 
Test Pit 2 2 stilts c. 50mm                    8x 12mm                   
Two diamond shaped, extruded rods, broken from handmade three arm whiteware stilts 
Not illustrated 
 
(FD 2008.1. 320)    
Context No Form Length  Size Illus 
Test Pit 2 1 stilt c. 30mm                      8mm                    
One triangular shaped extruded whiteware rod. Not illustrated 
 
